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Campus Life announced the
outcome of its conversations with
the Colby Christian Fellowship
(CCF) on Oct. 11 regarding their
bias incident. The student leadership of CCF has elected to give up
its Student Government Association (SGA) recognition and will
continue to organize outside of
this system.
The bias incident involved the
CCF leadership denying a homosexual student the opportunity to
lead a first-year bible study after
hearing about the student's sexual orientation. Campus Life re1
ceived a formal complaint about
this incident and began to investigate and have conversations with
CCF leadership.
"After a thorough review of
the matter, we have determined
that CCF's actions were not in
agreement with the full inclusion
requirement of College policy,"
Associate Dean of Students and
Director of Campus Life Jed Wartman wTOte in an Official Notice.
Campus Life and CCF also
discussed whether CCF would
be willing to change its policies
to align them with those of the
College. CCF has decided not to
pursue that course of action.
"The student leadership has
elected to pursue organizing outside of official student organization practice, which allows them to
continue to- gather around beliefs
that are informed by their specific
interpretation of scriptural authority, but exempts them from SGA
recognition and funding," Wartman wrote in the Official Notice.
CCF leadership responded to
this change in an e-mail to the
Echo. "We don 't know the details
of what this change will entail,
but we will continue to love and
serve the Colby community as
we have in the past and we look
forward to living out our faith
however we are recognized on
campus," they wrote.
Campus Life has not yet announced further administrative
effects of the change in status.
For example, CCF has an office
on the second floor of the Pugh
Center. The administration has
not said whether CCF will be allowed to keep this space.
Wartman also wrote that Campus Life is "working with interested students in supporting the
wide range of Christian belief that
is consistent with official student
organization policy."

The
Princeton
Review
(TPR) rated Colby Professors
sixth out of 11 in the country
according to rankings released
Oct. 11.
"Not only are the professors at
Colby extremely well-educated
and have excellent reputations,
but they go beyond the traditional
ideas of what a professor should
be and really try to develop their
students as whole people," Dylan
Ciccarelli '16 said.
TPR creates an online survey
to send out to college students
in order to develop their ratings.
Once all the data is collected,
each college with participating
students receives a score similar
to a grade point average (GPA).
By using this process, the company is able to compare all colleges
on an equal scale.
The rating process also includes information from ratemyprofessors.com. Students submit
information about their professors to the website which assigns
each professor an overall GPA
rating. TPR integrates this information into their ranking.

^^^^
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Members of the College communitygathered on Friday.Oct. 19 in theAlfond athletic centerfor the BicentennialBall, apartof the BicentennialKick-off Weekend.
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£Fhe aktmni
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$170,000 for
[The Kassman Leadership Initiative]...."

"How does
the way you
define your
leadership
differ now
from when
you were at
Colby?"

SPORTS WIN BIG AT HOME GAMES

Once all data
is collected ,
each college
with
participating
students
receives a
score similar
to a grade
point average
(GPA).
"It 's wonderful to have our faculty acknowledged in these venues, but institutionally I can't have
a response because I cannot have
a professional level of confidence
about 'Rate My Professor,"* Dean
of Faculty Lori Kletzer said. In
the past, administrators have expressed similar sentiments to the
Echo concerning the reliability
of college rating systems. However, some prospective students
consult these rankings in their
college-selection process.
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Football and a variety of other College sports had on-campus games during the Bicentennial kick-off weekend. Above, two players celebrate a victory.

MAV sponsors Sex Narratives Ed. Equity Week
By CAMILLE AJNGFXO
NEWS STAFF

Mules
Against
Violence
(MAV) held its Sex Narratives
wellness seminar on the evening
of Oct. 11. Eight students—four
men and four women—read
anonymous stories submitted by
themselves or others at the College. The stories explored the
culture on the Hill and the norms
within the College pertaining to
alcohol and sexual dependence.
The first speaker read a
submission about a purely
physical relationship she had
as a first-year. She discussed
how, in this relationship, she
was lying to herself about not
wanting intimacy and a true
relationship. She thinks that
women are responsible for
speaking up and respecting
themselves enough to ask for
more than a physical relationship. The fifth speaker told
a similar story. On her 20th
birthday, she started begging a
guy for sex. Her desperation to
be with someone sexually led
to a zero-commitment relationship, thus leading her to develop low self-esteem. This eventually led her to have sex with
an acquaintance. Her story was
told with the point of making sure that women maintain
a sense of self-esteem when
making decisions.
The second speaker told a
narrative about being traditional
and attempting to stay chaste at
the College. The story said that
the hookup culture eventually

got to her and she gave up her
virginity. She recalls the evening as the worst ni ght of her
life. She commented that alcohol played a major role in the
decision she made to hook up on
the Hill. Like the first speaker,
she mentioned that if she had
respected herself, she would not
have given up her virginity.
The third speaker was a
man who said he was a virgin
by choice when he arrived at
Colby. He mentioned how the
judgment from his peers led him
to be insecure about his choice
not to have sex. He explained
his belief that sex should occur

with people you care about , not
someone you are casually hooking up with.
The fourth speaker recited
a poem that was an anecdote
about the problems that arise
when students just follow along
with the hookup culture. Her
story was about being a selfmedicated drinker in an attempt
to get comfortable with hooking up with guys. The student 's
story concluded with her realizing that she was gay when she
stopped following along with
the hookup culture.
The sixth and seventh speakers remarked about how their

sexual relations complicated
their lives. The focus of the
sixth speaker 's story was that
people do not realize how sex
complicates situations and that
sex should not be taken lightly. The seventh speaker talked
about how sex without a condom led to a painful relationship
that made her so uncomfortable
that it resulted in her transferring from a different school to
the College.
The Sex Narratives event was
meant to provide insight into the
College's hookup culture, sexual
and alcohol abuse and the emotional consequences.

SFER organizes
education equity
awareness week
By CHRISTINA DAMON
NEWSTAFF

Monday. Oct. 22 marked the
beginning of Education Equity
Week on the Hill. With the support of Students for Education
Reform (SFER), the Spanish
Club, the Pugh Center, Teach for
America and additional clubs on
campus, the Education Equity
Week
planning
team led by Berol
Dewdney '13 has
organized a week
full of events to
raise awareness
of the inequality
found in the U.S.
education system.
The festivities
opened
Monday with an Appreciation
Day
booth in Pulver
Pavilion where students could
recognize an educator who had
a positive impact on his or her
learning. In addition , a multicultural literacy class was open
for students to discuss their
ideas on the issue of injustice
found within education.
T-shirts were distributed Tuesday with the phrase "Education
is" on the front. Markers were
supplied for students to complete
the phrase on the back of the Tshirt, which was void of any writing so as to engender conversa-

tion about education. Tuesday
concluded with a dinner in Dana
Dining Hall's Fairchild Room
provided by Kids on the Hill in
connection with Colby Waterville
Alliance (CWA).
On Wednesday, an SFER
speaker will hold two informative
discussions on Citizen Schools, a
foundation dedicated to improving
the learning experience of middle
school students. One session will
begin at 4:00 p m and the second
session will follow immediately
afterwards. Wednesday night will
consist of an education equitythemed pub night where an ample
amount of .goods
will be provided
such as stickers
and provisions.
Education Equity Week ends
Thursday
with
a screening of
Teached in Pulver
Pavilion at 8 p.m.
Teached is a nonprofit film that
exposes the challenges of education inequality and investigates
the multiple causes for low academic achievement, especially
pertaining to socioeconomics
and race.
Every event this week is open
to all who wish to come. Maggie Parrish *15, a member of the
planning committee, indicated
that "the objective of this week
is to inform Colby that education
inequity exists and to show the repercussions that follow." Students
are encouraged to stop by for this
week's highlights.

Every event
this week is
open to all
who wish to
come.
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Cassie Clemmer '15 was one of the students who read a narrative during the event on Thursday. Oct. 11.

Affirmative Action in court Panel speaks on leadership

Case in Texas to
aff ect college
diversif ication
By TIM DUTTON
NEWS STAFF

Recently in the U.S. Supreme
Court, a case has emerged that
could challenge the use of affirmative action in college admissions nationwide.
According
to
The
Huffington
Post, the legal battle involves Abigail Fisher, a white
student who was
denied admission
to the University of
Texas. She claims
that due to the
University 's
admission program,
racial
minorities
were accepted over
her even though
she had superior
credentials.
The
University argued that it needs to
use race as a factor for admission
to ensure diversity. Critics say it is
time to eliminate racial preferences
because it is unconstitutional.
The case questions the relevance
of diversity in college admissions,
determining whether colleges
should pursue affirmative action
and actively try to diversify the
groups of admitted students or focus
on admitting the best candidates,
according to their applications.
As a private college, affirmative
action applies differently to Colby.
The University of Texas, a state-run
school, hasa mission to offer an education to all students in the state,

regardless of race. Affirmative action is meant to facilitate this process, but Fisher 's case asserts that
it is now opposing some students.
As a private college, Colby can
make admission decisions based
on whom it wants to serve. The
College 's admissions staff use a
holistic approach and look at all
parts of the application, including
both grades and race.
The College's diversity statement 's pledge to be "committed
to fostering a folly inclusive campus community"
shows that admissions on the Hill
believes in enriching diversity by
bringing in people
of "different races,
gender identities,
ethnicities, nationalities, economic
backgrounds, ages,
abilities, sexual orientations, political
backgrounds and
spiritual values."
The College's
admissions
department continually seeks to
augment the diversity of the student body as a part of this mission. It believes that differing
back grounds and views enhance
the College community and the
classroom environment and that
students can learn a lot from each
other through diversity.
"Though Colby students tend to
forget it sometimes, there is a world
beyond the Hill. Students will soon
be entering the global arena and the
College attempts to prepare them
by providing a classroom environment that greatly resembles it,"
Associate Director of Admissions
and Coordinator of Multicultural

The University
argued that it
needs to use
race as a factor
for admission
to ensure
diversity.

Enrollment Denise Walden said.
"Colby reviews applicants holistically, evaluating all elements
of a student 's accomplishments,
talents and background carefully
as we consider that student's
preparation for Colby as well as
his or her potential to contribute
positively to our community,"
Vice President and Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid Terry
Cowdrey said in an e-mail. She
further stated that the College
"signed an amicus brief urging
the Supreme Court to rule in favor of the University of Texasand
its admissions policies."

From LEADERSHIP. Page 1

in all respects...a leader with
your family, a leader with the
folks that you work with ,"
Uchida said.
The final question of the
evening was , "What should
students seek to learn in their
campus leadership positions?"
Powers noted that student
leaders should learn that it is
okay to have a private life,
despite feeling the need to be
constantly connected. She also
advised students to "seek to be

part of a team ," by searching
for activities where they will
not necessarily shine. She said
that this fosters humility and
helps people appreciate the
strengths and leadership skills
of others.
Uchida advised students
to use their leadership experience to network and to
explore personal passions.
Biddle agreed and said , "Take
advantage of why you came to
a small liberal arts college... .
It 's such a great place to...try
on a new hat."
Wood fork challenged stu-

PROTESTORS CALL FOR DIAMOND TO STEP DOWN

dents to acknowledge that
everyone has different types
of privilege. "Who are your
friends? Do they all look like
you? If so, you 're missing a
huge opportunity," he said, encouraging students to challenge
the infrastructure and "imagine
what this community could be."
The formal panel session concluded with an open question
and answer session followed by
an opportunity for students to
converse one on one with the
panelists and other members
of the College community who
were present.
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Protestors gathered outside of the Diamond Building on Saturday. Oct. 20, demanding that Chair of the Board of Trustees Bob Diamond '73 resign
from his position due to his association with the Barclays LIBOR scandal. The Echo will include a full report of the protest in the next issue.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

CVC honored for fundraising
By CAROLINE ABUSHAKRA
NEWS STAFF

October 8 was the day of
the ribbon-cutting ceremony
to celebrate the opening of
the new Mid-Maine Homeless
Shelter. The shelter 's old location on Ticonic Street in Waterville housed a maximum of
18 guests, but the new Colby
Street location can accommodate up to 60.
The shelter 's new location
and expanded size come as the
result of a $2.8 million fundraising project. To assist in
funding, the Colby Volunteer
Center (CVC) launched a cam-

paign last November that raised
$15,000 for the shelter. Leading
the campaign was last year 's
CVC Director Dana Roberts *I2
along with Assistant Directors
Madison Louis '13 and Amanda
Lavigueur '13.
Louis said that they had
initially hoped to raise a few
hundred dollars after Betty
Palmer, executive director
of the Mid-Maine Homeless
Shelter, contacted the CVC to
ask for help with fundraising.
The project took off due to the
leadership of Roberts, Louis
and Lavigueur, the dedication
of the CVC and contributions
from other clubs and organizations on campus.

Due to the great success of
the campaign 's fundraising
and education initiatives , the
CVC is recognized in a plaque
on display at the shelter entrance. To further recognize
the CVC and commemorate
its role in the campaign , the
new shelter location features
a bench outside the front door
engraved with "Colby Volunteer Center."
The bench not only recognizes the CVC leadership
behind the campaign for the
shelter last fall but also all the
members of the College community who donated their time
or money to help the shelter.
The CVC has over 200 active

COURTESY OF THE BANGOR DAILY

The Colby Volunteer Club was honored for their help in raising money for the new Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter.

members , all of whom are being celebrated by the dedication on the plaque and the
engraved bench. Additionall y,
many more members of the
school community, including
faculty, staff and students ,
also contributed funds , resources or time to the shelter
during the campaign last November. As such , the shelter 's
recognition of the CVC demonstrates all these people 's efforts coming to fruition.
There is also a bench that
recognizes Roberts individually. Her efforts on the campaign helped to raise money for
the shelter and raise awareness
about homelessness among students, faculty and staff on and
off campus.
The results of the campai gn topped the CVC's expectations. Not only did they
surpass their orig inal goal of
raising a few hundred dollars ,
they also exceeded their later
goal of $10 ,000. Louis and
Lavigueur are modest about
the
CVC' s contributions.
"Our $15 ,000 was great , but
it was also the small part of
the whole project ," Lavigueur said. The p laque and
benches will serve as lasting
commemoration of the CVC
and the College community 's work and will welcome
guests , employees and volunteers to the shelter for years
to come.

I CAN WE CO-EXIST?
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Members of the Pugh Community Board facilitated a discussion about
the challenges of co-existing on a diverse campus on Wednesday. Oct. 10.

READ THE ECHO ONLINE
Visit www.TheColbyEcho.com
for all of our weekly articles as well
as our blog. You can also get updates
through our Facebook and Twitter pages.

Rape in armed forces SGA reviews progress, trusteeinput

Film details the
prevalence of
sexual assault
By GRIFFIN METTO
NEWS STAFF

Students and faculty gathered
Thursday Oct. 18 in Oslrove Auditorium for a screening of the
film The Invisible War, a documentary about rape in the United
States military. The screening
was followed by a question-andanswer period with the film 's director, Kirby Dick.
A number of campus organizations sponsored the event including the Goldfarb Center, Mules
Against Violence (MAV), Outside Colby, Gentlemen of Quality (GQ), Amnesty International ,
Colby Cinema Studies, the women's, gender and sexuality studies
program, the Pugh Community
Board (PCB), the Colby Republicans and the Colby Democrats.
In his introduction , Goldfarb
Center Director and Professor of
Government Dan Shea emphasized the efforts of Yana Mayayeva '14 , who brought the idea for
the screening to Shea 's attention
only weeks after his arrival at the
College. Without Mayayeva, "It 's
likely we might not be showing
the film. " he said.
Shea also praised director
Kirby Dick for covering important issues in his documentaries.
"Many of his films expose subjects that have traditionally been
taboo," Shea said. Dick was happy that so many different groups
had sponsored the event , especially the Colby Republicans and
Democrats. "There 's as many Republicans in this film as there are
Democrats," Dick said.
The film follows a group of
women who w ere raped during
their military careers. The women

were part of every branch of the
military, from the Marines to the
Coast Guard, illustrating that rape
is a widespread problem throughout the armed forces. According
to a statistic from the film , over 20
percent of female veterans have
been raped while serving. The
total number of women sexually
assaulted while serving is now estimated to be over 500,000.
The film said that 15 percent
of incoming recruits have attempted or committed rape prior
to joining the military and that
men also take on most of the rape

The film
follows a
group of
women who
were raped
during their
military
careers.
and sexual assault investigations,
believing that women cannot be
trusted with those matters. One of
the women in the film , U.S. Navy
veteran Trina McDonald , said
that she "felt like a piece of meat
on a slab," with no one to turn to
for help after being raped.
Despite scandals in the Air
Force, Marines, Army and Navy,
and high rates of Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD) among
abused women, the film stated
that the military has yet to confront its rape problem in serious
terms. According to the Government Accountability Office, none
of the 2,500 reported rape cases
had been reviewed by the Department of Defense Inspector Gener-

al by the release date of the film.
The film said that when the
military reviews cases, military
authorities with no legal training often make judgments. The
film further stated that women
who have been assaulted are
sometimes charged with adultery,
while their abusers receive little
or no penalties.
Congress has done some work to
improve the victims' situations and
victims have met with members
of the House and Senate. However, Maine Senator Susan Collins
said, "We are making progress, but
much more must be done."
After the film, Dick and Jennifer Norris, a survivor of sexual
abuse in the military, took questions from the audience. In response to a question about how
the military screens for sex offenders, Dick said that screening
is relatively effective, but that the
military provides a "perfect storm"
where abusers come together with
people who have already been assaulted. This perpetuates the cycle
of abuse in the military.
Another audience member
asked why it has taken so long for
the issue of rape in the military to
gain public attention. "I can attest
to that culture of silence," Norris
said, explaining that the military
indoctrinates soldiers to be followers, which leads many people
to feel trapped and hopeless.
However, Dick did acknowledge
that his film is spreading throughout the military. "Ten percent of the
military will have seen this film by
the end of the year," he said.
Both Dick and Norris see an important opportunity in dealing with
the military rape problem- They believe that teachingsoldiers that sexual assault is unacceptable could
help improve society as a whole
and that if members of the military
bring the culture of zero tolerance
back home, rape throughout the
U.S. has the potential to be reduced.
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Director Kirby Dick and veteran Jennifer Norris answered questions after the screening of 'The Invisible War.

By SAVANNAHJUDGE
NEWS STAFF

The Student Government Association (SGA) met for its biweekly meeting Sunday, Oct. 21
in Page Commons. Topics discussed included input from the
College trustees , an SGA financial overview and SGA bylaws.
President Morgan Lingar '13
attended the Board of Trustees
meeting on Saturday, Oct. 20.
She reported that , at the meeting, the Student Affairs Committee discussed last year 's
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) survey to gather information about alcohol use and
behavior. "Something that I
didn 't realize was that [the College is] not looking very good
in terms of how we take care
of each other, [such as] how
people respond if they see that
their friend is in trouble or if

At the full
board meeting
the Trustees
talked about
equal benefits
for same-sex
partners ,
something
that came up
lastyear in SGA.
they 're passed out or if they 're
going off with someone that
they don 't know Colby students reported in pretty high
numbers that they wouldn 't do
anything to interfere if their
friend was in trouble in these
different ways," Lingar said.
Lingar reported that the trustees also talked about Colby 360
becoming a second program
called Colby 362. According to
Lingar, the program, which is
unfamiliar to most students, is "a
way of increasing student ability to move beyond Colby in a
successful way, and it does also
include some aspects of accountability." Organizations such as
the Career Center and Campus
Life are working to expand "what
used to be first-year programming
to all class years...things tike
how to prepare yourself after college, financial aid, or cooking or
getting a job," Lingar said. Vice
President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students Jim Terhune's

"Living Colby" e-mails are part
of the Colby 362 initiative. Program organizers are working to
increase student awareness about
the program itself.
At the full board meeting, the Trustees talked about
equal benefits for faculty and
staff with same-sex partners ,
something that came up last
year in SGA. They are currently awaiting the results of
statewide voting that will take
p lace in November regarding
same-sex marriage.
Vice President Kareem Kalil *I3 talked about ways to
increase student interest in the
JanPlan course, Multicultural
Literacy. This course was offered for the first time last year.
"One of our big goals this year
is to further the initiatives to
change up the diversity requirement ," Kalil said. Expanding
this course, which satisfies both
the United States and international diversity requirements ,
is one way to accomplish this.
Kalil also said he had an
informal conversation at the
Bicentennial dinner with Bob
Diamond about the calls for
his resignation from the Board
of Trustees. "[We] spoke about
the possibility, given the protests on both sides, of having
a forum , and [Diamond] mentioned that he spoke to [Director of the Goldfarb Center] Mr.
[Daniel] Shea ," Kalil said. SGA
will be working on organizing
a forum because , according to
Kalil , "I think that 's an important discussion for our campus
to have."
College President William
"Bro" Adams may also be
holding his office hours in the
Joseph Family Spa sometime
in November. Kalil also reminded SGA representatives
that the next installment of
Story Time, featuring Secretary Anna Caron '13 , will take
place on Sunday, Oct. 28.
SGA Treasurer Jean-Jacques
Ndayisenga '13 presented the
first monthly financial report
since the beginning of the year.
He highlighted the plan to pay
off the College 's $10,500 deficit from last year, which will be
executed over the course of the
next three years. He also talked
about many of the organizations and programs that have
received SGA funding so far
this year. The Bridge received
$2 ,500 for its concert this
weekend , the Colby Volunteer
Center (CVC) received $2,000
for spring trips and money was
allotted for two football tailgates and funding for Food Day
among other activities.
Publicity Chair Monica Davis *13 is currently working

with Student Post Office Supervisor Allen LaPan to bring the
Giving Tree program back to
the College , raising money to
purchase gifts for underserved
people in the area during the
holiday season.
Residential Life Chair Jack
Mauel ' 13 reported that the
Housing and Facilities Advisory Committee (HFAC) met
and has finalized the survey
to gather information from rising sophomores about whether
they would be interested in a
lip sync contest for the highest
room draw number.
SGA passed one new club, one
new fellow position and a new
SGA bylaw this week.
The Colby Hounds Hockey
Aficionado Club passed. CoCaptains Conor Brophy '13 and
Jackson Broadbent ' 13 were
present to speak about the club
team, which has been active for
the past 25 years. The club currently has about 40 active mem-

The second
motion
addressed
a new SGAsponsored
Multicultural
Affairs Fellow
position.
bers and is seeking SGA funding
to help cover costs.
The second motion addressed
a new SGA-sponsored multicultural affairs fellow position. According to the position proposal ,
"This initiative is an opportunity
for a student who is interested
in exploring and implementing
campus change, learning about
experiences and issues related
to historically under-represented
and marginalized students, multiculturalism and social justice."
The motion passed unanimously.
Finally, SGA also unanimously passed a new bylaw to the SGA
constitution stating that clubs
that have been formally inactive
for two years "will become deactivated and will no longer remain
an SGA-approved club." Any
students wishing to reactivate a
club after two years have passed
must go through the regular SGA
club approval process.
SGA's next formal meeting
will be held Sunday, Nov. 4 at
7 p.m. in Page Commons. SGA
formal meetings are open to observers from the student body.

College history
online The Pequodcontinues
99

h
work on campus
"In Their Footsteps: a collaboration Studentsp u b l i screative

tory, providing multiple images for each. The website
By ALLISON FOWLE
NEWS STAFF
also has Facebook integration. "There was a custom
Facebook application that
Don 't be intimidated by
was written for this Bicen- the Mo by Dick referencetennial website which al- Thc Pequod , the College 's
lows people to enter a trivia literary and arts magazine ,
contest [about the College 's seeks submissions from
everyone , whether it 's poHistory], " he said.
An audio slide-show de- etry, memoir or sculpture.
picting a conversation be- "Students shouldn 't feel
tween three past presidents limited by what they can
of the College was recently send in and shouldn 't feel
added to the website. Ac- like if they 're not an art or
cording to Greeley, more English major that there 's
presidential conversations no point in submitting.
will be added throughout The beauty of The Pequod
the year , and the site will is that it gives everyone
COURTESY OF ROBERT FERNANDEZ
continue to be updated with an opportunity to submit
historic
events.
The website features an interactive timeline highlighting
other content as well , in- creative work that they 're
By ROBIN LEWIS
25 of this year , the website cluding magazine articles proud of ," said Leah WalNEWS STAFF
itself takes the form of an in- from the Colby Magazine puck *13 , an English materactive timeline spanning focused on historical events jor with a concentration
in creative writing, who is
The Bicentennial events from the College 's found- at the College.
The images and informa- this year 's editor-in-chief.
that took place on the Hill ing in 1813 to the present
last weekend mark the be- day. It is equipped with his- tion on the site came alginning of a celebration that torical information , photos , most exclusively from the
will continue throughout the slide-shows , video clips and Library 's Special Collecschool year.
more. Collins described the tions department. According
'The beauty of
Planning for the Col- site as "multi-media rich" to Guthro , the library conlege 's bicentennial began and remarked that the for- ducted extensive research
The Pequod is
five years ago with the cre- mation of the website was a and digitized some 7,000
ation of the Bicentennial collaborative effort between photos for the site. The Spethat it gives
Committee , an organization the Communications Office , cial Collections department
everyone an
co-chaired by Director of Alumni Relations , the Spe- worked in a similar fashion
Libraries Clem Guthro and cial Collections section of to find historical records
opportunity
Vice President and Secretary the Libraries and the Bicen- for Earl Smith' s Mayflower
Hill , a historical account of
of the College Sally Baker.
tennial Committee.
to submit
According to one of the
Former Director of De- the College published six
creative
members of the Bicenten- sign at the College Brian years ago.
The Bicentennial Comnial Committee , College Speer had a managing ediwork
they're
Editor Stephen Collins '74 , tor role in designing the mittee 's goals for its onthe Bicentennial celebra- website. "How the website line project line up with
proud of."
tion should not just be seen evolved and the shape it the values of the celebraLeah Walpuck
as a time to celebrate the took was really [Speer 's] tion as a whole. "Part of
Class of 2013
it is to try and get current
College 's history. It is also vision ," Guthro said.
Web Manager and Senior students engaged with the
a time to reflect on the values and people that have al- Web Developer at the Col- history, and realize that
lowed the College to survive lege Ben Greeley worked they 're coming to a p l ace
Prisciila McCelvey '13
trials and tribulations since extensively on the web- that has a fong history of
its charter in 1813 , he said.
site 's formatting and seemed people who have made a agreed. "The Pequod does
The Bicentennial website pleased with the finished difference and shaped the a great job of acknowledgwas created with these goals result. He described the p lace that Colby is ," Guth- ing student art and making
[it] more accessible to the
in mind. The website is ti- website as a blend between ro said.
Collins expressed a sim- student body, " she said.
tled "In Their Footsteps ," a historical information and
phrase that was designated interactivity. "It gets the ilar standpoint. "There 's McCelvey is a psychology
as the overarching theme Colby community involved been a real appetite among major with minors in huof the Bicentennial celebra- in ways they aren 't on our faculty and administrators man development and creto connect ourselves and ative writing, and she has
tions and refers to the peo- current website ," he said.
ple who made the College
Greeley explained that students with the history published several poems
what it is today.
the website zeros in on of the College. The Bicen- in The Pequod. Walpuck
Created entirely by Col- more than 200 specifi c tennial is a terrifi c oppor- has also submitted writing
lege staff and released Aug. events in the College 's his- tunity to do that ," he said. to the magazine. A l t h o u g h

she 's always been interested in becoming more
involved , this is her first
year as part of the magazine 's production. This
year , Walpuck hopes to
increase the magazine 's
visibility.
She worries
that too few students are
aware of The Pequod—
whether they 're interested in reading or w r i t i n g
for the publication.
The Pequod staff consists of about 30 students
making up two committees-one for written work
and one for visual art-who
meet at the end of each
semester to decide which
submissions
should
be
published. Each committee member is a volunteer-there 's no app lication
process to j o i n - a n d has an
equal vote , ensuring fairness in their selections. In
a typical year , The Pequod
publishes about 10 prose
samples , between 30 and
40 poems , and between 10
and 20 art pieces. While
the magazine can always
depend on a steady stream
of written submissions ,
Walpuck expressed concern that students see The
Pequod "mainly as a publication for fiction , memoir and poetry. However ,
we publish art , too , and all
kinds-paintings , photos ,
sculptures , sketches. "
The Pequod has published students ' creative
work since 1968 , which
was around the same
time that creative writing
courses first became available on the Hill. Though
students had always written poetry, Zacamy Professor of English Peter Harris
said , there were very few
outlets for them to publish
their work; most publications were exclusively the
winners of departmental
contests. The College was
one of the first in the nation-and the very first in
Maine-to take creative
writing seriously in both

its course offerings and
faculty hires at a time
when its peers saw the
discipline as "frivolous ,"
Harris explained. The College stayed ahead of the
game by continuing to expand its creative writing
program to include three
levels-introductory, intermediate , and advanced-to
its writing workshops and
by incorporating creative
nonfiction writing into the

The Pequod
is among the
oldest
continually
running
student art
magazines in
the country.
curriculum 10 years ago.
The Pequod is among the
oldest continually running
student art magazines in
the country. Unlike many
student-run creative magazines , which die out when
the founders graduate or
the students involved lose
interest , The Pequod has
been steadily publishing
student work for over 40
years-which is not to say
that it hasn 't had its good
years and bad years , Harris admitted.
Walpuck,
though , is confident that
this year will be a great
one for the magazine. After all , as Walpuck said ,
"There are so many wonderfully creative people at
this school. "
Submissions for the fall
semester close Nov. 9. Email
Pequod@colby.edu
with any submissions or
questions , and don 't forget
to p ick up a copy of The
Pequod in December.

FACULTY PROFILE: KEVIN RICE

The Rice Lab contributesto cancer research

WEIMING HUANG/THE COLBY ECHO

Riceworks with 12 studentsin his lab andexperiments
withLaromustine

ments in the field of cancer
research and giving students hands-on experience
For the past eig ht years . in the lab that allows them
Assistant
Professor
of to develop as scientists.
Rice has always been
Chemistry
Kevin
Rice
has been researching the drawn to enzyme research.
mechanisms behind an an- In graduate school , he did
ti-cancer drug called Laro- work on enzymes involved
mustine. Much of Rice 's with DNA repair. Laroresearch centers on the mustine was developed in
functions of enzymes in Rice ' s post-doctoral lab at
response to this drug. By Yale University, where he
studying the mechanisms completed his degree in
behind Laromustine , Rice 's the pharmacology departlaboratory (the Rice Lab) is ment and worked with enBy GRACE BALDWIN
NEWS STAFF
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learned to work with cultured cancer cells. When
Rice arrived at the College , it was a natural progression for him to use his
work with L a r o m u s t i n e as
the basis from which to
start his research.
His two biggest goals in
his lab , Rice explained , are
to contribute to the field of
science and to expose his
students to research experience that will lead them
to professional success after graduation.
"I try to never lose sight
of the other big goal-we 've
published some papers , students have been involved
in presentations at national
conferences , but what I' m
most excited about is the
successes students
find
once they ' ve left Colby, "
Rice said.
This year , 12 students are
participating in the Rice
Lab. The Lab teaches students to think critically and
allows them to work directly with the experimental
anti-cancer drug.
Laromustine
is
currently in clinical trials
for the treatment of leukemia. "Cancer drugs can
reach clinical trials fairly
quickly because there is a
higher threshold of toxicity that a patient is willing
to tolerate ," Rice said. The
Rice Lab is researching the
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the drug to determine what
biomolecules the drug is
reacting with and how the
drug functions inside the
cell. New understandings
may point to how the drug
can be re-envisioned and
which types of patients it
can hel p best.

"The science
that these
students are
doing is not
busy work
science....
These are
real projects
that impact
the field."

Kevin Rice

AssEtantProfessor of
Chemistry

For the Rice Lab there
hasn 't been a specifi c
ground-breaking
discovery so far , but rather there
has been a series of small
advances that add up over
time. With every small
piece , the lab is able to
gradually learn more about
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Laromustine and expand
their knowledge about cell
biology in general.
Justin Owumi '14 , who
has worked in the Rice Lab
on and off since his first
year on the Hill , said that
the lab has taught him important skills that have applied to other research tabs
he has worked in. "Other
principle investigators expect the same things the
Rice Lab expects of you ,"
he said.
The Rice Lab also
strengthens students ' oral
and written communication skills. Every Thursday there are lab meetings
in which one student presents his or her work to the
other lab members. The
presentation is then followed by a question-andanswer period in which
students help troubleshoot
problems the presenter
has encountered. Students
also write progress reports
and participate in writing
papers on the abstracts
that the Lab submits to receive grant proposals.
The Lab' s p a r t i c i p a n t s
attend n u m e r o u s regional
conferences , as well as
the College 's spring symposium and summer research retreat. Each year
Rice takes his senior students to the m e e t i n g of
the American Association
f nr
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At

this 20 ,000-person conference the Rice Lab seniors present their work
alongside
Ph.D.s
and
M.D.s from across the
world. "And they are second to no one ," Rice said.
Rachel Guerra ' 13 has
been working in the Rice
Lab since her first year
on campus. She spent the
summer after her first year
and two JanPIans doing research in the Lab. "Kevin
is a great mentor. We all
love him ," she said. She is
also planning to spend the
upcoming JanPtan working
in the Lab for her senior
honors thesis.
The work of the Rice Lab
has led to collaboration
with a lab at Dartmouth
College , opening a new
window of opportunities
for graduate studies for the
students in the Rice Lab.
"The science that these
students are doing is not
busy work science.... These
are real projects that impact
the field. These students are
on the front lines doing the
work that matters ," Rice
said. The Rice Lab' s students are passionate about
collaboratively challenging
themselves to delve deeper
into unchartered scientific territory. Through their
work and Rice 's expertise ,
the Rice Lab continues to
contribute to the field of
c n n i' ^ r r *»<i^Firr*h
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First Food Day on the Hill Bus2Al
Unique toursthrougtiEurope

Studentsbringa nationalawareness initiativeto campus

COURTESY OF FOODOAY.ORG

The College is hosting itsf irst Food Day event as part of a nation-wide initiative that addresses social and environmental issues surrounding food.
we eat so much food that we
could make such a bi g difference in this area. Especially
as we grow older, we are going to be making more-and
more decisions about the food
we buy and eat ," Levine said.
This fall , Levine and several
close friends got in touch

pus groups involved in orga- ing services at the College
nizing the event. The Colby and supply students with the
Volunteer Center (CVC), food that they eat in the dinGoldfarb Center, Depart- ing halls every day.
Food Day, a national celment of Environmental StudAt the event , there will
ebration of all things local ,
ies, Colby-Waterville Alli- be an area dedicated to four
sustainable and delicious , is
ance (CWA), Barbecue Club , speakers who have voluncoming to the College. On
Culinary Society, Student teered to talk about their reFriday, Oct. 26 from 4:00 to
Health on Campus (SHOC) lationship to sustainable and
6:00 p.m., Dana lawn will be
and Sodexo are all working local agriculture. Speakers
transformed into a farmers '
together in order to make
COURTESY OF BUS2AIPS
market , to be followed by an
this day possible.
Students enjoy the best of the Amalfi Coast on an organized Bus2Alps tour.
all-campus harvest dinner in
For the most part the work
Dana dining hall made excluwas "not too difficult but
three euro-and a boat tour
sively with local ingredients.
near P o s i t a n o t h a t i n c l u d time consuming," Levine
Food- Day was created to
ed c l i f f j u m p i n g and cave
said. "We had to make sure
By ANNA FATEEVA
address food issues rangNEWS STAFF
s w i m m i n g for j u s t 10 euro.
[the participating vendors]
ing from nutrition and health
It' s a d i f f i c u l t p l a c e to get
knew what they should be
to animal welfare and farm
around
w i t h o u t hel p: the
bringing to campus." The
Every student
has a
worker justice. Its website dec
o a s t l i n e is steep, t h e r e
most difficult part of the
chance to spend a month ,
scribes it as "a diverse coaliprocess was the decision to
a semester or even a whole are volcanic beaches and
tion of food movement leadeliminate some of the more
year abroad over the course the t o w n s we v i s i t e d were
ers , organizations, and peop le
environment-focused vendors
Julie Levine
of his or her four years on far apart , so o r g a n i z e d
from all walks of life. " The
as opposed to those that were
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n was needClass of 2013
the H i l l .
ultimate goal is "to strengthstrictly focused on the sale
Students can use this ed , " she said.
en and unify the food moveThe
most
interesting,
and production of local foods.
t i m e not onl y to study, but
ment in order to improve our
Why just food? "Everyone
also to explore new places and in LaPorta 's o p i n i o n ,
nation 's food policies."
eats food , so why not come include David Gulak of Bar- and various cultures. But underestimated Bus2Alps
So how is the College partogether around it? The unifi- rel's Community Market , students abroad also have tours are the 10 day Eastern
ticipating in this national inication powers of food can be Avery Beck '14 and Jeffery to contend with u n r e l i - Loop tour and the 14-day
tiative? When the Colby Envi- with various local vendors pretty strong, " said Michaela Meltzer '15 who worked in
able train schedules and t o u r N o r t h e r n H i g h l i g h t s
ronmental Coalition surveyed and farmers and created a net- Pembroke '13.
Colby 's organic garden this
no door-to-door service , a tour. Both tri ps spend most
the student body last spring, work of interest among clubs
Claudia Camerino *13 em- summer, David Bright from
problem that inspired Si- of t h e i r time in Eastern EuJulie Levine '13 immediately and societies on campus.
phasized the importance of MOO Milk and Professor Tra- mon O'Keefe, c u r r e n t l y rope , which LaPorta charresponded and started work to
Levine and her team were staying loyal to local busi- vis Reynolds of the Environl i v i n g in Switzerland , to acterizes as the most fasget Food Day started on cam- successful in getting an un- nesses. "Being at Colby, it is mental Studies Department.
organize a charter bus for c i n a t i n g and u n i q u e part of
pus. "As college students, usually large number of cam- important to support the local
There will also be a baking students. O'Keefe envi- Europe. "Because it is j u s t
economy. One easy way to contest and a raffle to raise sioned a packsuch a bizarre
do that is to buy local food. money for the Evening Sand- age deal that
place
forging
its own u n i q u e
We're in Maine. We have so wich Program in Waterville. coup led
acidentity in this
many options, and it's pretty Tickets will be sold all week c o m m o d a t i o n
cool to be able to do that."
post-Soviet
starting Monday, Oct. 22 in with a reliable
Communism
During the event , partici- Pulver and will go for one I tour guide serworld , it 's a
pating local food producers dollar each. Prizes include vice. In 2003
wild
c o n t r a s t to
will set up booths on cam- gift certificates to Barrel' s, he founded his
the rest of Eupus and offer students free School Street Yoga , Selah
own company,
rope. Everyone
samples and tastings. There Tea , Riverside Restaurant Bus2Alps ,
a
who ever goes
will be a custom whoopie and Acadia Cakes.
service
that
on this tour
The event will gather the students from
pie station and a caramel apw i t h us comes
p le making station , supplied campus community around a the
College ,
back
having
with freshly picked app les common interest white draw- i n c l u d i n g
loved it. "
from the Apple Farm in Fair- ing attention to local busi- B r i t t n e y Ziebel
T
h
e
field. Notable vendors will nesses and the importance
'14 have used
B u s 2 A l p s also
also include Barrel's Com- of sustainabtltty in our food
during
their
operates spring
munity Market , Kennebec consumption. "We hope for time
abroad.
break and sumCheesery, Gelato Fiasco , this to be a very large event
The name was
mer break tours
Hannaford's, Selah Tea and on campus and hopefully
inspired by the
starting
from
several local meat and dairy the s t a r t to an event t h a t
company 's first
farms. Many of the vendors w i l l happen e v e r y year ," organized trip.
Brittney Ziebel the US. These
tours do not inwork directly with the din- L e v i n e said.
While
many
Class of 2014
clude
flights ,
more trips are
so s t u d e n t s can
offered
today,
j o i n from a n y the name has
stuck, mostly because it is w h e r e in the country.
"The
idea
behind [the
easy to remember.
"All of our tours i n c l u d e t r i p s ] was to link up friends
r o u n d - t r i p ground transpor- from around the world , in
tation , m a i n l y our p r i v a t e addition to join up friends
coach bus (with the excep- who are currently s t u d y tion of trips like Greece ing in Europe with their
where we use the Greek friends from the U.S. on
ferries), top-rated accom- one of our extended tours ,"
modation , a B u s 2 a l p s t r i p LaPorta said. These tours
leader , w a l k i n g tours and range from the 600-euro
exclusive
discounts
on trip price for the eight day
other a d v e n t u r e and tour t o u r s to 1,200 euro for the
a c t i v i t i e s in each city, " s u m m e r break tours.
W i n t e r Break tends to be
Mike LaPorta , the U.S.
operations
manager
for a low point for B u s 2 A l p s
B u s 2 A l p s said. A week- as it does not have many
end trip costs , on average , weekend tri ps. The most
weekend trip is
220 euro (about $300), p o p u l a r
Interlaken ,
Switzerthe eight to 10 day tours to
approximately 600 euro land. For this year , they
also
h
a
v
e
a
Swiss
A
l p s Ski
($780) and a two week tour
Week , which is an e x p a n about 1,200 euro ($1 , 560).
sion of a weekend t r i p for
The
most
popular
ir
- Bus2Al ps tour is the t r i p to a n y o n e from the U.S. w h o
H
^
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^
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*
I
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the A m a l f i Coast in I t a l y . w a n t s to fly overseas and
In 2012 , Tour Rador named shred the Swiss Alps.
"I' ve t r a v e l e d w i t h o u t
the trip the n u m b e r one
t h e p r o g r a m a lot too , and
tour of the year.
"I b e l i e v e it was less it is n i c e to h a v e e v e r y t h a n 300 euro for the t h i n g p l a n n e d out for y o u
w h o l e t r i p , w h i c h i n c l u d - and to j u s t sit b a c k and
ed all t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , hos- e n j o y e v e r y t h i n g t h e y ortel , b r e a k f a s t and a bunch g a n i z e for you. I w o u l d
of local discounts as w e l t d e f i n i t e l y advise C o l b y
as h e l p f u l a d v i c e on fun s t u d e n t s to use B u s 2 A l p s
abroad , "
Ziebel
t h i n g s to do and afford- w h i l e
able c h o i c e s , " Z i e b e l , w h o s a i d . "They h a v e g r e a t adw e n t to the A m a l f i coast v i c e d e p e n d i n g on w h a t
w i t h B u s 2 A l ps , said in an y o u w a n t to do and t h e r e
e - m a i l . "They r e f e r r e d us is d e f i n i t e l y a h u g e o p p o r to a great p a n i n i s h o p - b e s t t u n i t y to m a k e some g r e a t
s a n d w i c h of my l i f e for f r i e n d s on t h e p r o g r a m . "
By AMY TORTORELLO
NEWS STAFF

Food Day
[addresses]
food issues
ranging from
nutrition
and health
to animal
welfare and
farm worker
justice.

"As college
students... we
could make
a such a big
difference in
this area."

Write
for the Echol

"It is nice to
have
everything
planned out
for you and
to just sit
back and
enjoy
everything
they
organize for
you."

Writing for the Echo is a great
way to familiarize yourself with
the campus and your peers.
Interested in joining the
Echo staff? Please e. mail Managing Editor
Madeline Strachota at
mmstrach@colby.edu.
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EDITORIAL

Offering a receptive ear

J3 oth the College s sex narratives reading and the recent publication of a former
Amherst student 's account of sexual assault
prompt members of our College community—as well as students throughout the NESCAC and beyond—to consider these serious issues that have occurred in the past.
Stories regarding such incidents of sexual
assault and cultural pressure have been recollections , and , in the case of the sex narratives , were even anonymous. What has been
the reason behind this? Often , we learn that
at the time of a specific event , the victim
was unable to encounter a receptive ear.
However, these issues are not issues of the
past—sadl y, they continue to occur around
us , whether on Colb y 's campus or at other
colleges across the nation. As these stories
are being shared , we can be sure that similar ones are being created near us , on our
campus , in the NESCAC and in the world—
whether one is a student or a member of the
military—see our article on the screening
of a film on sexual abuse affecting female
service-members.
At a minimum , it is our responsibility as
students and as members of the College community to serve as accepting, understanding
resources for anyone who may have undergone trauma. More importantly, we should
work to create a community in which instances of sexual assault and discomfort are
got only told from a past perspective but
ecome an occurrence of the past. We have
to make this trauma unacceptable now, and
not have this be something that persists into
the future.

Questioning this thing called freedom

Who benefits froth society 's ills?
Who is the man with such avarice that
he is utterly oblivious to ethics? 1 invite you to take a look at our nation, the
United States of America or, as Tupac
and Ice Cube called it "Amerikkka. "
Can we honestly say as a nation that
we are free? What does freedom mean
when there exists second class citizenship masquerading as nominal freedom?
By this I don 't mean to assail anyone 's
right to believe they are free, but I question this thing called freedom when my
mother makes less money than her male
counterpart even though she has more
degrees and qualifications. I question
this thing called freedom when every
36 hours a black life is lost because of
police brutality. I question this thing
called freedom when there is a war on
drugs that just so happens to define how
we view criminals or who is labeled a
criminal. Since the inception of the war
on drugs, America 's prison population
has quietly boomed under our noses and
now we tout the world's largest prison
population. Are we back into the age
of simply throwing people in prison to
solve our problems? Or better yet, who

is being thrown into jails and who is
seen as a problem?
I turn my attention to the oppressed
people of America who are invisible
to most of us. I find it peculiar that the
government 'is around the world trying to police and provide some "moral guidance" to aid nations that don't
want us occupying their soil. Imperialism is not back; it has never left. Is it
not hypocritical of us to try to police
other nations when our own citizens
live in a police state—a state where
there is always more money for instruments of violence, death, sex, but never
money for the poor? Tupac Amaru
Shakur once said, "They got money for
wars but they can 't feed the poor." This
rings incredibly true today, as our tax
money is being spent by the government to lock up people of all colors but
in majority black and brown people,
and a very real corollary of this war on
drugs is that it does not grant impunity
to white or lighter skinned people and
truly affects all Americans.
In tandem with the war on drugs there
is a sort of civil war going on in nearly
all inner city urban areas like Chicago
or New Orleans where black life, particularly young black men ages 13 to 21
are being killed on the streets, by police
and by other youth of the same age. A
recent news article displayed a pie graph
depicting the ages and percentages of
those slain in Chicago in the past month,
and 35 percent of the deaths were of

people ages 13 to 21 , 30 percent ages 21
to 25, and the rest ages 30 and up. When
I look closely at America and examine
this thing called "freedom," I believe it
serves my purpose to look at the many
un-freedoms and vestiges of a past not
too long ago, but often forgotten. America is still in recovery from her dark ages
of slavery, genocide, segregation, lynching, imperialism and colonialism.
I look to fellow American citizens
of all colors and backgrounds and urge
you to question your government and
do not stop there, question your society and develop a cause you want to
wed with. The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who cannot read
and write but those who cannot learn,
unlearn and relearn. As a man I have
learned patriarchy, and now I must unlearn it, for example. So I implore you
not to be silent but to seek a political
voice. When someone says, "I don 't
pay attention to politics," I believe that
is one of the most ignorant statements
a person can make. If you allow people
in your own government to commit
crimes in your name without questioning their actions you are just as guilty
as they are. Do we believe ourselves to
be free when there is still second-class
citizenships for the oppressed peoples?
As Leonardo Da Vinci eloquently
said, "Nothing strengthens authority
so much as silence." We are supposed
to be the vanguard of freedom, so let's
start acting like it.

Postcard from abroad: Hei Hei fra Svalbard

—The Staff of The Colby Ech o
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COURTESY OF MAEVE MCGOVERN

Studying in Norway, Maeve McGovern '14 and her fellow students collect insects in the f ield while their boat waits in thef iord beyond.
I spent the summer in Colorado. As
a garden intern, I weeded, planted and
built trellises under the blazing sun,
happier only when running for hours on
the dusty trails in the summer heat. You
can imagine my physiological shock as
I stepped off the plane in Longyearbyen,
Norway on July 31. At 79 degrees North ,
Longyearbyen is also a desert, but a frozen one. With temperatures rarely above
35 degrees Fahrenheit in August, and the
persistent, bone-chilling wind, it wasn't
hard to believe I was on an island in the
middle of the Arctic Ocean.
As a member of the Nordic Ski team
at Colby, I spent the first two months
determined to continue my training as
usual. With red and black signs marking
the town limits, 1 created a beautifully
simple eight-mile loop, which became
my dail y vigil. Every weekday, sometimes twice, and occasionally even three
times, I would run to the edge of town in
these ihree directions , not daring to go
beyond. Like a timid child playing "capture the flag," 1 would run to the line,
but then quickly retreat to safety. As we
reached the second month , I became
braver, and armed with a rifle, I ran beyond the town limits , but not without
anxiety. Even , now, after nearly three
months, I check all around the barracks
before leaving for the gym at 6:30 a.m.
I stand at the top of the stairs and turn
in both directions, straining my eyes to
look through the pitch black of the polar night towards both glaciers before
making the deserted two-kilometer trek
down the valley.
The chances of running into a polar
bear a foot from my doorstep are about
as great as running into a moose on the
Colby campus. It happens maybe once
a year, but it happens , and if that moose

was known to attack and eat you on
sight , you would be scared too.
Besides the constant threat of being
eaten, living in the arctic is surprisingly fun. For one thing, everyone knows
that Nordic skiing is a sport. Actually, I
should probably say it is the sport, along
with handball. So skiing to school is
nothing out of the ordinary. For another,
people are as serious about their schoolwork as they are about their knitting, so
that would be very serious.
During the summer, back when we
basked in 24 hours of daylight (those
were the days), we planned hiking trips
and had class excursions along the coast
of Svalbard. One night we were up until 2 a.m. chasing down wild geese for
a Dutch researcher; another night we
collected zooplankton till well into the
morning. We spent our weekends trekking across the glaciers and tundra and
sleeping in cabins or taking turns as
polar bear guard outside the tent. Now
that the sun has decided to leave us, our
interests have shifted. When we're not
talking about Stlene acaulis or Calanus
glacialis while knitting headbands and
sweaters, we plan potluck (where everyone just brings fish) or play kayak polo
in the pool (yes, kayak polo—Outing
Club take note). Sometimes we just lie
outside in every jacket we own watching the Northern Lights, a show we're
treated to nearly every day.
I once thought that Longyearbyen,
the World's northernmost town, would
be a cold, dark and miserable place to
live. I now know first hand that it is a
cold, dark, and miserable place to live.
But for some reason, it is also one of
my favorite places on Earth. Situated
in a cozy valley, on the edge of a fjord,
looking something like Mordor in the

summer and heaven in the winter, in
contains a tight-knit, friendly community of Norwegians. My professor last
week was also the spinning instructor
last night, and I may even run into her
in the grocery store or hiking up to the
glacier this morning. These researchers
are people too, and they make up a fun,
active community.
When I return to Colby, I will not
only have pictures worthy of National
Geographic, plenty of biathlon practice and a book full of knitting patterns,
but also a new appreciation for science. Teachers here teach for the sake
of learning. Half of what we are taught
won't even be on our exam. We spent
two weeks in August memorizing the
taxonomic names of the local flora , but
we were never tested on it, nor will we
be. We are all immersed in a real-life research environment, which has made me
seriously ponder grad school for the first
time. We have lectures, do fieldwork and
write papers. My professors throw out
master-projects left and right; it is quite
overwhelming. There is just so much
about the arctic that is unknown, and
research waiting to happen. So, all ecology majors—ever thought of the arctic?
You should.
Despite the threat of polar bears, the
darkness and my plummeting vitamin D
levels, the arctic is a splendid place to
study. As much as I dream of running
in shorts through the Colorado desert, 1
really do love it here. Landing in Boston in mid-December will be more of a
wake-up than jumping into the ocean at
80 degrees north, which, let me tell you,
is quite a shock to the system.
Ha det bra,
Maeve McGovern '14

Right thing, right reason
to the notion that the only true mark of
success is to be recognized with awards
and dinners. Is that what I should work
toward, work hard for? No.
Sunday morning is when George
McGovern passed away at the age of
90. McGovern lost the 1972 presidenI was really bitter this weekend at tial election in a landslide victory for
the Bicentennial Ball. I shouldn 't have Richard Nixon and his "silent majorbeen , but I was in a bad mood: surly, ity." Nixon thrashed McGovern, embordering on ornery; self-pity bordering barrassingly. McGovern won only 17
on contempt. My mood was partly re- electoral votes, with majorities in only
lated to the weather, partly related to my Massachusetts and Washington, D.C.
workload and partly related to the fact He didn 't even carry his home state of
that sometimes I just like to be miser- South Dakota. It was a hard loss, but
able. And also because there was a din- McGovern won in the end. His vocal
ner, and I didn 't get invited. The dinner opposition to the Vietnam War and his
was for student leaders. I really don 't tireless work for the world's hungry
know anything about it, except that I will long be remembered as his legacy.
wasn't invited. I couldn 't help but feel Nixon , and the corrupt team that conslighted. This seeming mistake on the spired to beat McGovern 's progressive
part of the powers that be really both- agenda, would go on to spend a comered me, because, to me, senior year is bined 180 years in prison. McGovern
at once an impossible competition to see eventually lost his senate seat in reelecwho can get a job and the most recogni- tion in 1980. He had represented South
tion for their hard work, while simulta- Dakota for four years in the House of
neously seeing who can have the most Representatives and 18 years in the
fun , be the most chill and have the most Senate. But , in spite of his electoral
friends. These things are very contradic- history, McGovern never tempered his
tory and difficult to balance. The feel- views for political or personal gain. He
ing of competition in particular makes cared about agricultural issues, about
me feel inadequate or like my work is racial and gender equality and about
promoting peace. His agenda, still toinadequate.
On Sunday, I snapped out of my pity day, is considered incredibl y progresparty and immediately felt as if I had sive , but , even in the face of many
acted stupidly, foolishly. No one wants personal tragedies and political losses,
to recognize someone who thinks they McGovern never stopped serving for
deserve it. If I crave so much recogni- the right reasons: to help others, to protion for the work that I do on campus, mote tolerance and to engender prosthen I'm doing things for the wrong rea- perity for all Americans.
1 know that by the end of the year
sons. But this competition for awards,
recognition and jobs is taking its toll the awards will become greater and the
on me. Job interviews come and go, pursuit of them will mount. The presevents are planned , boys' groups are sure will increase, and my unceasing
lead , Google Calendars are filled and need for public approval will flare up
time passes at an alarming rate. I could in my chest. Phi Beta Kappa , who gets
blame capitalism , as is my tendency, to speak at graduation, Latin Honors,
but it 's better to be introspective. I was departmental awards, athletic awards,
being arrogant in my assumption that I awards with the names of long dead
am a leader and that my work deserves and highly accomplished alumni. I
recognition, and as things that I love would be lying if I said that I didn 't
seem to come to an end (cross country), want all of these. But when the selfish
my self-esteem became perilously low. need to feel wanted by Colby, to bask
The logic of deserving/undeserving is in the seeming glory of recognition ,
so problematic, so hard to escape. Basi- sparks within me, I will think about the
cally, like most binaries , it is pointless logic of deserving and undeserving, I
and only causes pain. Doesn 't everyone will think about the work that I' ve redeserve to feel needed , like their work ally done, and the time I' ve devoted to
causes I care about. I will think about
is important?
Especially at «^ce«itleereotb^ev» doing things for the right reasons. I
eryone is a studettl«(d«Cirt >6nie Way will think about how much I've grown
or another. To say that the leadership * and changed from my time at Colby
that I do is more important that the work and about how even if I don 't get any
that another person does is not only of these awards, I should not stop myrude, but it overlooks the whole point of self or anyone else from embodying the
civic engagement, community service change they believe in. I will think of
and academic and athletic integrity. In George McGovern , about his humanian environment that puts so much stress tarian work , his humbleness and the
on outcomes, I've finally succumbed example with which he lead.

The time to wake up is now!
"Blessed is the one who reads
aloud the words of this prophecy,
and blessed are those who hear it
and take to heart what is written in
it. because the time is near " (Revelation 1:3).
Once again the time has come.
The planet we all live on that revolves around the sun and spins
tilted on its axis , rotating through
the universe and traveling throug h
space , is currently giving birth to an
awakened human race.
The uprising begins in Tunisia
with a martyr: he lit himself on fire ,
BOOM. REVOLUTION
started.
Demonstrations, mass sit-ins and
many massive marches. The youth
organized and took the MOVEMENT
farther with social media , Facebook ,
Youtube and Twitter , as the MOVEMENT grew bigger , the news began
to spread:
"Babylon is falling, and soon will
be dead.
'Fallen! Fallen is Babylon the
Great! '
She has become a dwelling f o r demons
and a haunt f o r evil spirits.
And all the nations have drunk
the maddening wine of her adulteries.
The kings of the earth committed
adultery with her.
& the merchants of the earth
grew rich from her excessive luxuries " (Revelation 18:2).
The fervor stretched from murmurs to what next became a multinational , global PROTEST. All through
the Middle East , people took control
of the streets , symbolic signs everywhere , NO JUSTICE NO PEACE.
The question now is why have people
realized that what they were taught
about the world is all lies?
If you really read the news and
books you haven 't been assigned,
and if you study history critically,
you shouldn 't be surprised. From
Marx to Martin Luther, prophets
spoke of the future , of a proletarian
rebellion , before we had computers.
Look on Wikipedia , type the word
"revolution." See that every year
around the world people fi ght for a
solution. People who feel oppressed
search for resolution , attack a public
space and erase some of the confusion. They begin to WAKE UP and
see through the illusion.They spread
the message that it 's the peop le who

Why we care about educational equity

sports, clubs and all our other commitments , it can be hard to recognize just
how unique we are. Despite our socioeconomic back grounds or our race , we
are all at college: we "made it." The
fact is, more than 1 million students
will drop out this school year. A child
that doesn 't finish high school will
earn less and is eight times more likely
to go to prison. Today there are 16 million kids growing up in poverty, which
makes them six times more likel y than
their middle and upper class peers to
drop out of high school In the American education system, we are exceptions to the rule. This article is not
meant to be a grim analysis of the educational system; rather , it is meant to
share why we believe in educational
equity and how we as college students
can address it.
For me (Cassady), 1 came face to
face with the achievement gap while
working at Breakthrough Collaborative this past summer. Breakthrough
Collaborative has a dual mission of
increasing academic opportunities
for highly motivated , underserved
students to put them on the trajectory toward college , and to train and
develop the next generation of teachers and educational leaders. For six
weeks , I taught chemistry to eighth
graders from Denver , who grow up
in a world where poverty and drugs
supersede educational opportunity.
Many of my students had only been
living in the United States for a few
months or years . Many of my students were severa l years behind in
writing and comprehension. Many
of my students came from broken
homes , many with single parents.
But all of my students shared one
thing: they wanted to learn.

come communities—I was just lucky
to get the educational opportunities
that I did. Thoug h I grew up poor—I
went to a private high school on full
scholarship—I am now graduating
with a Colby diploma , empowered and
confident in my ability to go out into
Through my experience at Break- the world and make positive change.
through , it dawned on me that all Every child in our nation deserves that
children—no matter their back- empowerment, and just think about
ground—have the desire to learn and how powerful our nation could be if
to succeed in this world. I witnessed every child did receive an excellent
education ! Our educational systems
are failing America 's youth and the
notion of the American Dream. It isn 't
just wrong, it is disgusting. We can 't
fix things if we don 't acknowledge the
problem and GET MOVING. It 's the
civil rights issue of our generation and
now, more than ever , our nation needs
our generation to step up and be part
of the solution.
I have cared about so many things
at Colby (with my work as the Gender and Sexual Diversity Student Resource Officer , etc.), but 1 have never
felt so strongly as I do about the fight
for education equity. In my mind ,
fighting education inequity isn 't just
an option post-Colby. It is a responsibility. Join SFER (Students For Eduincredible growth in all of my stu- cation Reform), consider applying to
dents over the summer and saw what Teach For America , AmeriCorp or
happens when a group of committed other programs and becoming an eduand effective teachers are able to ac- cator. We all have the power to make
complish. When I said goodbye to my change—so, how will you?
students at the end of the summer, I
The fact is that we are the lucky
knew that they were headed back to ones. We are all working toward rethe teachers who don 't have funding . ceiving bachelor degrees that will
for additional materials , back to the bring us into all sectors of the Americrowded classrooms and back to the can workforce, and many of us will
schools that had failed them. This is continue to climb the ladders of sucnot just unfair, but it is unjust. As a cess. Unfortunately, the achievement
country, we cannot continue to sit gap will still exist , making the path
back and let education only reach we have forged harder and harder to
follow. Whether you are planning to
those who can afford it.
For me (Berol), I started to learn pursue education after Colby, or just
about Education Inequity the Spring of the opposite , the least you can do is
my junior year—once I started think- consider how educational equity exing about it , I couldn 't stop. Who was ists in your life and how you can join
I to be here at Colby? I am not smarter the movement for change. Colby, it is
than the millions of kids in low in- time for us to get to work !

Unfortunately, the
achievement gap
will still exist,
making the path
we have forged
harder and harder
to follow.

have power collectively, not the
government. History is yours for
the shaping, we are the ones making news. As people conceptualize
themselves as conscious beings with
a future and a past , the present becomes apparent , REVELATION here
at last.
Take it to America, where democracy is a blinding, disgusting
platitude with a paper thin mask. If
you read history, not his story, soon
you too will be able to prove that
America has been bought by corporations. It is run by companies who
claim to spread freedom of the market with globalization, using code
words like democratization to set up
economic policies for exploitation.

If you read history,
not his story, soon
you too will be able
prove that America
has been bought by
corporations. It is
run by companies
who claim to spread
freedom of the
market with
globalization, using
code words like
democratization to
set up economic
policies for
exploitation.
Just look at this election: You have
the choice to pick from one of two
puppets arguing about government
spending, saying they will create
jobs if you let them. You let CNN
tell you how to read body language
and then you talk about your views
as if they are your own. Stop pretending. You all have been bought
up by banks and are pawns in their
culture of deception. You are satisfied with theatrical politics and billion dollar campaigns spent on ads
in swing states. When will you see
through the veil covering a system
that 's designed to rule the mass?
Are Citizens United when the

biggest businesses pay millions for
politicians to offer sound-bytes on
television? The world is a stage. I
entered from the left and marched to
the right , carrying a torch from the
cave showing people to the light.
Consider: who are the puppets, who
are the pawns , who is the audience
and who drops the bombs? I became aware and see my mission is
to fight this prohibition of our rig ht
to seek the TRUTH. That 's why I
am a teacher, I speak the truth to
the youth. I' m here to say this: THE
REVOLUTION IS YOU. You 're already in it. It 's happening right now
as the world is spinning. Now where
is heaven?
I was in New York City in October 2011 , filming, talking and taking
pictures , learning of the reasons why
people were protesting. I went to Liberty Plaza , the national headquarters
of the nation-wide protest: Occupy
Wall Street , the trip gave me hope
that I have something to live for, to
die for. Know that. Back then I wrote ,
"It is a 21st Century social media phenomenon. A 24/7 sit-in demonstration
and peaceful protest—a movement
taking control of public space , people are occupying parks in a globally
covered , international movement , a
people 's REVOLUTION. " For some
it 's confusing. After the State cracked
down and forced people out from the
parks they occupied , did you wonder
if the right to assemble was a lie?
Despite the authoritarian response
(whose interests are the police serving?) the effects are undeniable: more
people than did a year ago hold Wall
Street liable for the corruption and
the greed.
Prophets speak louder than profits , whose message do you heed? If
Occupy is over, I'm asking what 's
next? Like those burning US flags , I
do not conceal it , I say,
"Babylon has been captured , her
images have been put to shame, her
idols have been shattered" (Jeremiah 50:2). This is a new age , freshly
born and naturally blooming, slowly
but surely, unfolding as people create the news , gather in the streets to
exchange political views , demanding
attention as we say:
We are back from the dead to resurrect these ancient ways, spread
knowledge of sacred wisdom and
universally shifting rhythms , sensing
what is written , before it is defined.
It makes me want to shout!
The movement is not a group you
can count! It is awareness that is
spreading to fhe entire human race.
When will you WAKE UP and take
your p lace?

I LETTER TO THE EDITOR

A career in education

On a snowy day in January 2003, as I was about to begin my last semester
at Colby, I got some news that would change my life. I had been accepted to
Teach For America and would be moving to Phoenix after graduation. At the
time , I was mostly thrilled to be escaping the frozen Northeast for some Arizona sunshine and to have a job lined up doing something 1 aspired to do. But
now, almost 10 years later, I can say that my Teach For America experience
gave me so much more than a change of scenery: it opened the door to a career
as an education leader.
Before I joined Teach For America , I wasn 't sure where I would wind up
after graduation. I knew I liked my major , mathematical sciences , as well as
playing on the Colby basketball team. I also knew from my experiences coaching and tutoring that I liked working with kids. And Teach For America 's mission of closing the achievement gap for underserved students really resonated
with me. So, 1 decided to apply.
After moving to Phoenix , I became a founding math teacher at a new high
school. Over the course of my two years as a Teach For America corps member, I learned a lot about teaching and even more about myself. I made mistakes , but Teach For America was there to support me, along with my fellow
corps members . I developed a lot of grit during those years , as well as some
incredibly important skills, like relationship-building and team management. I
also forged many close relationships with my fellow corps members, many of
whom I keep in touch with to this day.
Once my Teach For America commitment was up, I knew I wanted to stay
in education. After spending a year as a live-in tutor on a houseboat—a j ob
I found through Teach For America 's alumni job board—I made my way to
KIPP Academy Lynn Middle School , just outside Boston. KIPP Lynn is part
of the national network of KIPP schools that has had remarkable success in
preparing kids from underserved communities for college. Immediately, I was
struck by the enthusiasm at the school among both students and teachers , and
the whatever-it-takes atmosphere. I jumped at the opportunity to join the staff
as a math teacher and became chair of the math department the next year.
After four years, I realized that , while my students were graduating from
middle school with some of the highest test scores in the state of Massachusetts , they didn 't have many high-quality options for high school. So, in the
fall of 2011 , I opened KIPP Academy Lynn Collegiate High School with a
founding class of ninth graders. Thanks to my experiences with Teach For
America and KIPP, I am now principal of a school that is tailor-made for the
needs of my students.
At KIPP Academy Lynn Collegiate , Teach For America is still playing an
integral role: over half of our staff are Teach For America corps members
or alumni. And KIPP and Colby have a strong connection too; last fall they
signed a partnership agreement to help KIPP students enroll at Colby and persist through graduation day. Our KIPP teaching community in Boston includes
six Colby alumni , ranging in age from the class of 1996 to the class of 2011,
many of whom also got their start with Teach For America. Our doors are always open , and we are happy to show you what a career jump-started by Teach
For America might look like.
The next Teach For America application deadline is Nov. 2. I applied 10
years ago and it led me to an incredible career. Where will it take you?
Drea Angelo '03
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COLBY GETS POLITICAL

SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Molson XXX 6 Packs
Now Only 3.99 + Tax and Deposit

Saranac Blonde Ale 12 Pack
Now Only 7.98 + Tax and Deposit

HobNob Wine

Now Only 8.99 + Tax and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers in
Central Maine.

873-6228

WEIMING HUANG/THE COLBY ECHO

Students watch thefinal presidential debate between President Obama and Governor Romney in Pulver on Monday. Oct.22. The event was hosted by the Goldfarb Center, which provided snacks and ran a live Twitter feed.

JOKAS* DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

STUDENTS IN THE SPA

What superpower would you like to have?
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"I would like to be able to experience any memory I have in real time."
- Keith Chernin '15
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To be able to play any musical instrument I picked up."
.Elizabeth Gorence '14
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To be able to not go to class and still get As."
- Rose Solomon '13
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"1 would like to read minds "
- Jon Eichholz '15
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The ability to control tune."
- Will Chu 14
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"I would be able to memorize anything instantly."
- Angelica Bishop '14
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Celebrated graphic artist and activist visits campus
By JULIANNA HAUBNER
A&E EDITOR

It has been said time and time again
that life inspires art, but last week,
internationally renown and critically
acclaimed graphic artist Favianna Rodriguez reversed the cliche and proved
the power that art can play in everyday
life. With subjects such as women's
rights , immigration , education and better nutrition . Rodriguez has created a
visual for almost every major cause on
the modern scene and has been called a
"visionary " in her field.
Broug ht to the Hill by the Pugh
Community Board (PCB), Latin American Studies Department, Spanish Department , women , gender and sexuality
studies program, the Colby Museum
of Art and the Art Department, Rodriguez arrived early Oct. 18 to lead a
workshop at Common Street Gallery
with Waterville High School students
before meeting with PCB members
and students for a casual dinner before
delivering a lecture to a large group in
Ostrove Auditorium.
During the dinner , Rodriguez spoke
candidly about her upbringing, her education and career and answered questions about a w ide range of topics , from
her thoughts on immigration policy to
her ommon about Dominican author
and former Speaking Hearing Opening Up Together (S.H.O.U.T) keynote
speaker Junot Diaz 's new book, This is
How You Lose Her. She listed a wide
range of influences, including Frieda
Kahlo and Diego Rivera , Andy Warhol,
Yolanda Lopez and Swoon, a contemporary street artist. In short , all artists
who "have gone against the grain" and
worked with bold colors and figures
to make a statement. "I grew up in the
time of hip-hop, " Rodriguez explained
to students at the dinner , "so graffiti
was also a huge influence."
Based in Oakland , Calif., Rodriguez 's primary focus is on printmaking and the creation and distribution of
posters that advocate for and promote

WBMING HUANG/TME COLBf ECHO

Favianna Rodriguez delivered a lecture in Given Auditorium last » vek. discussing her career and the role of art in motivating Social change.

civic engagement. Her biography explains that the power of her art lies "in
lasting popular symbols, where each
work is the multiplicand and its location is the multiplier. " Her work has
been exhibited at museums around the
world , and she has many pieces in permanent collections.
While Rodriguez acknowledges the
role her art may play in the initiation
of change, she admits that it is hard
to know and mark at what point her
posters become effective. "It 's hard to
measure exactly when art changes and
impacts behavior," she said. As for the
controversial content of her posters,
Rodriguez was unapologetic , espe-

cially when it came to the topics of reproductive rights and the international
status of women.
An hour after dinner, students were
joined by their peers and a large group
of faculty, staff and community members to hear Rodriguez speak about
her work and mission. The talk was
introduced by PCB member Victoria
Falcon '15 , who called Rodriguez "an
educator , a mentor and a radical community poster artist " and described her
work as "unique " and "captivating. "
Rodriguez 's work , she explained ,
"does more than tackle issues such as
war , immi gration , globalization , racism , homophobia, sexism and corpo-

was an art piece created for and available
for sale from Swarovski Crystal. A modem
take on the chandelier, the fixture, called
"Light Sock," was a simple collection of
the company's most popular crystal in a fish
net that could be bought by the pound, just
like in a market place. "There's always an
underside," Renfro explained of the firm 's
work, and this piece was no different Although beautiful and an impressive sight,
the piece seemed to offer an ironic statement
about gluttony and extravagance. It was also
through this first piece that the audience got
a taste of how Renfro got his nickname:
"These can be made in one lobe or two, depending on your squeamishness," he joked
Moving from the personal to the public, Renfro began to explain the process by
which he and his fellow designers work in
the performingarts arid create spacesthat are
both aesthetically interestingand functional.
One of the most important thematic aspects of his process, it seemed, is creating
connections between the building or space
with the environment and culture around it.
One of the larger scale examples of this was
Renfro's explanation of the Blur Building,
a steel frame structure in Switzerland that
pumps water from the lake surrounding it
through thousands of high-pressure tubes.
This alternativelook at nature and representation ultimately resulted in an homage to
national identity. The goal, Renfro said, was
"to give an image back to Switzerland of
somethingit has plenty of, which is clouds."
There was also a statement to be made about
experience. Visitors are allowed to walk
inside the Blur Building (usually clad in a
plastic, rain ponchc-esque suit) but when
they get to the deck embedded in fog, "there
is nothing. Nothing to see and nothing to do.
And that's the point"
Another aspect of the experience was
supplemented by a media component developed by the firm called "Blush." Essentially,
Renfro explained, visitors would take a personality survey of sorts before entering the
building. A computer would then organize
the results and connect to the rain suits people
would wear in the structure. Depending on
personal compatibility,a color would glow
from the suit, allowing people to "see" each
other through the fog. The point of the exercise was to question "how much vision and
visuality dictates how we live,"he said
Coming closer to home, Renfro spent the
last section of the lecture discussing more familiar sites, namely the new and popular New

York City Highline and the recentlyrenovated Lincoln Center Plaza. The firm wanted to
mergeenvironmentsand change perspectives
on culture, giving tourists and city residents
alike the opportunity to have a more transparent and fluid look at their surroundings, as it
did with its Swiss creation. Physically raised
above the lower part of Manhattan, what
is now the Highline used to be a system of
railroad tracks that delivered food and supplies all over the city. The site was saved in
the 1990s and early 2000s by a group called
"Friends of the Highline" which cametogether to preserve its unique ecology and vegetation and incorporateit back into city life
Diller Scofidio + Renfro have since
turned it into a stylized attraction but are sure
to keep their goals of keeping it natural in
mind "We proposed to save it from architecture and from the city," Renfro said, "one
of our conditions of the design was no commercial properties." What resulted was a
boutique-style platform park, which features
natural vegetation, cracked pavement, areas
to sit and incredible views of New York. The
designers decided that the best way to represent the space and make it accessible, was
to create "a merger of green and concrete,"
also known as agri-tecture.As always, experience is part of the site's function, providing
spaces for performances, group gatherings
and transparency between the city below
and the peopleabove.
A similar techniqueand mindset was used
in the renovation of Alice Tully Hall at the
Juilliard School. The firm 's design, Renfro
said, called for a glass facade, which would
allow the city to "look in and see teaching,
students learning, relaxing, performing...creating a collage of humanity." This theme then
moved to Lincoln Center, which the group
renovated with billboard screens broadcasting backstage activity from live feeds and
fjrojecting the season's program on the stairs
leading into the Plaza.
Renfro said that whether architecture
is on a grand scale or something that only
few will see, it has an inherent complexity,
no matter how simple the structure is. After
he concluded the lecture, students, faculty
and other audience members stayed to ask
questions and marvel at the amount of creativity and new information they had seen.
"I think it 's important for lecturerslike this
to come to Colby," Maggie Sutherland '14
said "It's what they're passionateabout and
it's not something we learn immediately in
the classroom."

Renfroand the "super-natural"
By-JULIANNA HAUBNER
A&E EDrroR

"I thought I would talk about nature, because we're in Maine and somehow I felt like
Maine has nature." And so began the 42nd
annual Clara M. Southworth Lecture in Environmental Design, delivered Oct 17 by architect Charles Renfro in Given Auditorium.
Renfro, a partner at the New York Citybased design firm Diller Scofidio + Renfro, is
pan of a team that has created and re-designed
high-profile sites around the world, including
the New York City Highline and the Blur
Building in Switzerland. "We don't just do
nature," Renfro said "We do 'super-nature.'"
According to the firm 's website, Renfro
earned his Master of Architecture degree
from Columbia University and spent his
undergraduate years at Rice University.
The studio, which works through a lens
of "interdisciplinary design" and "integrates architecture, the visual arts and the
performing arts" has become one of the
influential bases in the architecturalworld.
The three-partner, "three generation" team,
Renfro said, "brings [their] individual
views to the table, but share a sensibility
that is a slightly perverse and always fun."
Diiler and Scofidio began their work in a
time where "building was not happening...
[and architecture was] theoretical," Renfro
explained, "so they decided to have a oneto-one practice, meaning everything they
did was in its final state and found its way
into the public realm." This approach is how
the firm continues to work today.
Called "The Naughty Architect" by The
New York Observer in 2011 , Renfro *s lecture was entitled "Super-Natural," which
highlighted Diller Scofidio + Renfro's
work in merging natural elements and
imagery and large scale buildings or art
pieces. They also address "issues of media, technology, surveillance, fiction versus reality and the way they are constantly
blurred," Renfro said.
While architecture is not an official major or program at the College, the absence of
direct relevance did not deter a large crowd
from attending the lecture, which spoke
more to creativity and innovation than the
physical process of building. Renfro took
the audience through a number of his firm 's
creations, pointing out specific ideas and
statements they weretrying to make.
One of the first projects to be highlighted

rate irresponsibility; it inspires people
to unite towards establishing a more
equitable , global community."
Rodriguez began her lecture and
presentation with her thoughts on
the role of culture and how it drives
change. While politics is typically considered to be responsible for "events,"
she said, "we forget what the buildup
is that leads to change." That buildup,
she added , is art and culture. She continued this idea with images of Jackie
Robinson , who broke the color barrier
in sports almost a full decade before
the ground-breaking Brown v. Board
of Education , and Ellen DeGe*heres *s
infamous "Yep, I'm Gay" Time Maga-

zine cover preceding the development
of homosexual relationships in the
media and mainstream. In a world that
often sees the public world (politics)
as "hard" and culture as "sort ," Rodriguez said, it is difficult to see creators
on the same level as other public figures, especially when those artists are
not white. "Often , artists are seen as a
side thing," she said , "but I strive to
make artists front and center."
While her work has largely focused
on immigrant rights and migrant
worker policy, Rodriguez discussed
the importance of news literacy and
the role of being aware around multiple arenas to create effective works
of art. She reminded the audience
that 2012 being an election year has
opened up the floodgates for dialogue
and deconstruction of America in its
present state , and that such an opportunity is perfect for creative activists
like herself.
In addition to speaking about her
past work , Rodriguez shared with
the audience that her current focus
is primarily on immigration issues, a
project that has taken her far beyond
simply designing protest art. Over the
years, she has tried her best to understand every facet of the problem , from
the drug wars to the political decisions
in both the United States and Mexico
to the effect on families and children
of deportees and victims. She emphasized that it is those people who inspire her and motivate her to create
art , and showed a side-by-side comparison of a photograph she had taken
of a young girl at a rally for immigrant
rights in Arizona and her own version
of that image on one of her posters.
After her presentation , Rodriguez
signed copies of her posters and took
questions from the audience about
her artistic path , her methods of dissemination and her inspiration. She
also offered words of wisdom about
how activism can come from anywhere. No matter the cause, she said ,
"be aware that art starts a conversation, and let if go frftm there.-?'

FINDING THE 'PASSION'

WEIMING HWNG/THE COLBT ECHO

Reid Farrington '99 returned to campus to present her performance installation. The
Passion Project an interactive piece about the Dreyerfilm The Passion of Joan of Arc.
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Back to thefuture...and thepast:
Looper tackles time travel
By David DiNicola, Staff Writer

Many films involving time travel attempt to implement some kind of logic
regarding how the device can physically
function within the realmof the movie.
I Looper, starring Bruce
Willis and a completely
unrecognizable Joseph
Gordon-Levitt, doesn't
even bother trying to explain a trope that would
make Doc Brown's head
spin almost as wildly
as his barber. As Bruce
Willis' character "Old
Joe" informs Young Joe
(Gordon-Levitt) in a futuristic Kansas diner, it's
just too complicated.
Looper,
however,
isn 't as complicated as
Old Joe would like us
to believe. The story
begins in the year 2044
in a partially dystopian prairie metropolis. Fortunately, brands
like Pepsi and Budweiser still exist alongside a vaguely
Amish mafia.
Young Joe is an orphaned hit-man,
known colloquially as a "looper" as his
primary responsibility consists of conducting the mob's dirty work 30 years

in the past, before the invention and
consequent prohibition of time travel.
As we learn through Joe's narration
noir, a looper 's contract expires after
30 years when they
are then sent back into
the past to be killed
by their past selves
and like any other
kill, dispose of the evidence before it even
existed (i.e. "closing
the loop"). As Joe
so eloquently states,
loopers are "not the
most forward-thinking people."
Everything changes
when Joe's best friend
Seth (Paul Dano) recognizes himself behind the standard linen
mask and allows him
to escape.
The ensuing scene
would disgust smother-mothers and physicists alike as the mob mutilates young
Seth in order to shepherd future Seth
to his imminent doom. Abe (played by
Jeff Daniels), a mob overseer visiting
from 2074, uses the experience to patronize Young Joe by backhandedly af-

Looper's
storyline, set
in a hazy
alternate
universe, is
both a
letdown and
proof that
writers are
running out
of original
material.

H

firming his faith in his minion. Meanwhile, it becomes apparent that a new
boss has taken over in the future and
that he is closing all the loops.
Joe witnesses this firsthand when
Willis flashes into his cornfield slaughterhouse and bolts off, leaving Joe unconscious and flagging him as Abe's
next target. As the mob begins to trail
him, Joe figures out that his older self
has returned to take down the new
Don, known as "The Rainman," whom
he has narrowed down to two 10 yearold boys and the daughter of his past
hook-up. As Old Joe goes around committing infanticide, Young Joe stumbles upon Sara (Emily Blunt), a cane
fanner, and her son Cid (Pierce Gagnon), who has been identified as one
of the targets.
Sara, we discover, possess, like the
late looper Seth, the "TK" (telekinetic)
mutation; this revelation serves as the
beginning of a spiral of confessions,
which evolve into a bleak, burgeoning
relationship between Young Joe and
Sara. As their interaction moves from
purely professional to romantic, it becomes obvious that Cid is an extremely
powerful and volatile young psychic—
and the Rainman. What ensues is a series of action and dialogue drawing out
the unpredictably tense relationship be-

LiteraryRumblings:50 Shades of the New York StateSenate
By JuUanna Haubner, Arts & Entertainment Editor

When I decided this summer that I
was going to start up a book column in
the A&E section, I promisedmyself that
I would stay clear of commenting on the
50 Shadesphenomenon, partly because I
believe in the freedom to read whatever
you want and partly because I didn't
want to offend anyone or come off as a
book snob, but mostly because I just really didn't want to talk about it. But I can
no longer stay silent.Echo readers.
Just when 1'd thought the summer reading craze had died down and J.K.. Rowling
had taken back all of theliterary publicity,
the littie-erotica-novel-that-couldpulled a
Clint Eastwood and showed up where no
one wanted it: politics—or more specifically, the debate between thetwo female
candidates for the New YorkState Senate.
Here's what happened:Senator Kristen
Gillibrand and her opponent, Republican

Wendy Long wereengaged in a standard,
far less publicized debate on Oct 17, discussing the issues of taxes, reproductive
rights and President Obama's policies.
NewYork, a typically Democraticstate, is
no stranger to off-beat leadership(see Ed
Koch), but apparently what the citizens of
the Empire State look for nowadays is a
great reading recommendation, because
during the lightning question round of the
debate, the question between "Is Andrew
Cuomo the best New York Governor in
your lifetime" and "Should there be a
national ban on large sugary drinks" was
"Have you read 50 Shadesof Grey." I'll
just let mat sink in.
First I nave to say that both women
handled this question really well in the
moment, laughing it off and admitting
that they had not Even the female moderator madethe side comment of, "for the
record, me neither."

THIS WEEK AT THE MOVIES:
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS
Cloud Atlas

12:45 p.m., 4:10 p.m., 7:40 p.m.
Fun Size
1:15 p.m., 3:55 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 9:15 p.m.
Paranormal Activity 4
1:35 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:40 p.m.
Argo
1:00 p.m., 3:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m., 9:35 p.m.
Sinister
4:20 p.m., 9:45 p.m.

That didn't stop them (rightfully, I
should add) from commenting later to
blogs and major news outlets that they
thought the question raised a whole lot
of other issues. Long called the question
"out of left field, out of touch and outlandishfy sexist," and Senator Gillibrand's
spokesman released a statement saying,
"The only thing [Gillibrand] found offensive...was her opponent's views that
women shouldn't have the freedom to
make medical choices for themselves,"
said The New York Daily News.
Alright Before anyone rolls their eyes
and flies to the discourse, I'm not going to get into the gender debate. While
I agree—reluctantly—with Ms. Long, I
don't think the choice of novel was a direct attack on the fact that both candidates
are female. Sure, it probably would not
have come up in a debate between two
men, but I could see how someone could

tween the past and the future.
Overall, I enjoyed watching this
film. The more I thought about it, however, the less warm and fuzzy it made
me feel. That may have had something
to do with the extremely graphic violence and drug use that was more in
line with the "Saw" saga than traditional action films , but it was more likely
due to the blatant assumption made by
filmmakers that the audience will forgo
a rational plotline in exchange for sex
and explosions.

Honestly, I left the theater frustrated.
I found the long second act (and boy
does it seem long), as well as the third
to be both slow and antic!imactic.
Time travel is always a messy
premise, but no amount of DeLoreans
or hot tubs could have salvaged this
trope. The film has a dreamy quality
to it , but like so many trite sitcoms,
Looper 's storyline, set in a hazy alternate universe, is both a letdown and
proof that the writers are running out
of original material.

SCREENCRUSH.COM ¦
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think a question that would interest or
relate to a large population of New York
women might be used in an effort to ease
the tension.
What I do have a problem with, however, is the use of 50 Shades of Grey as
a standard of literacy and measure of
how cultured someone is. Sure, knowing about James' trilogy at least proves
you haven't been living under a rock for
the past six months, but it's not going to
bump your approval rating. If anything,
I don't want to know that someone my
mother's age—and running my state,
nonetheless—is reading erotica for funOr worse: to look "cool."
If Miley Cyrus (or at least MiJey
Cyrus' PR. person) can cite The Catcher
in the Rye as a favorite read, what makes
us think that a lawyer and state senator
can't think of anything better to browse
than TWilight fan fiction?
I know that sometimes, I can get
preachy and resort to the whole "think
of what message this is sending" spiel.

Please, though, dear Echo reader, bear
with me on this one.
I get that it was a joke. I get that it was
off the cuff, funny and maybe meant to
show thai these two women were not
only strong and independent in the public,
but also took that mentality to their reading choices (I'll just save the submissive
female protagonist argument for another
time) and are unafraid to show that they
can have a frisky side.
This doesn't need to be a knock-down,
drag-out fight or example added to the
long list of how women are mistreated in
politics. If anything, it should just be another reminder that what we read has the
potential to define who we are. 50 Shades
fans shouldn't be judged, because they
own it If anything, they're braver than the
rest of us. Let's all try, however, to diversify our reading lists and show that we're
capable of a wide range of titles.
You never know when you'll be
asked what the last book on your nightstand was.

OFF THE HILL A&E NEWS
Apple revealed the iPad Mini and the fourth Generation iPad at an event this week in San Jose, Calif.
The iPad Mini will be 7.9 inches and, The Associated Press quoted Apple Marketing VP Phil Schiller as
saying,"It's as thin as pencil...and as light as a pad of paper."
MTV will interview President Obama on Friday night as part of the "Power of 12" election campaign. The
President will be on screen for a half hour and p lans to address and focus primarily on the issues that will
affect young voters. The live air time is set for 5:00 p.m.
Who says people don't care about politics these days? According to Yahoo! News, the Oct. 22 Presidential
debate between President Barack Obama and Republican nominee Mitt Romney became the most-watched
telecast in the history of the Fox News Channel.

Taken 2

The Pew Research Center conducted a study focusing on the e-reading practices of different age groups and
found that teen readers are less likely than those who are older than them to read an e-book.

Alex Cross
1:10 p.m., 4:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m., 9:20 p.m.

ABC's Tuesday night show Private Practice will end after this season. The show premiered in 2007 as a
Grey's Anatomy spin-off and has faced mixed reviews during its six seasons.

1:25 p.m., 7:10 p.m..

Hotel Transylvania/ Hotel Transylvania 3D
1:20 p.m., 9:05 p.m./4:05 p.m., 6:55 p.m.
Silent Hill Revelation/Silent Hill: Revelation 3D
4:15 p.m./l:40 p.m., 7:20 p.m., 9:25 p.m.
SPECIAL: The Rocky Horror Picture Show
9:30 p.m., 12:00 a.m. (Fri/Sat Only!)

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMAS
Seven Psychopaths
2:25 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 7:00 p.m. (Daily), 9:10 p.m. (Fri/Sat),
12:10 p.m. (Sat/Sun)
The Oranges
2:50 p.m., 6:50 p.m. (Daily), 12:50 p.m. (Sat/Sun)
Arbitrage
4:50 p.m. (Daily), 8:50 p.m. (Fri/Sat)
The Phantom of the Opera 25th Anniversary
Sat 11:15 p.m.. Sun: 7:00 p.m.
Searching for Sugar Man
3:20 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:10 p.m.(Daily but no 7:10 p.m. Sun)
9:00 p.m. (Fri/Sat), 1:25 p.m. (Sun)

Quentin Tarantino's cult hits Pulp Fiction and Reservoir Dogs will be re-released in theaters nationwide
starting Dec. 4, according to The Hollywood Reporter. Each film will be presented using a new projection
system and will include a bonus documentary. The latest in the Taratino canon , Django Unchained , will be
released on Dec. 25.
Taylor Swift's new album, Red, was released at midnight Oct. 22. It was at the top of the iTunes all-genre
chart in 36 minutes and by the end of the day had sold 262,000 copies on iTunes alone, according to Billboard. The album is expected to outsell its predecessor Speak Now, which surpassed one million sales in its
first week.
Duke University botanists have named a new species of fern after Lady Gaga. The reason for the namesake,
a professor explained, is Gaga's "fervent defense of equality and individual expression ," and the species'
fluidity of gender and reproductive processes , according to The New York Times.
According to Rolling Stone, Jay-Z and Beyonce lost their hopes of trademarking their daughter 's name,
Blue Ivy. The power couple brought the case to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office after they became aware of a wedding planner using the same name for her company, which she founded in 2009.
Blue Ivy was born in January of 2012.
Johnny Depp announced last week that he will be teaming up with publishing house HarperCollins
to launch his own imprint. Slated for publication under Infinitum Nihil (which is also the name of
Depp 's production company) are a book on Bob Dylan and a novel by Woody Guthrie.

Raising Colby leaders

Mules are f irst
in Dia m to hold
leadership camp
By PETER CRONKITE
STAFF WRITER

John F. Kenned) once said ,
"Leadership and teaming are
indispensable to each other. " It
is fitting then that Colby, a bastion of higher learning, would
become the first National Collegiate Athletic Association
( N C A A ) Division III school to
start a leadership academy.
The program , spearheaded
by Colby Athletic Director ,
MarceUa Zalot with the help of
the Janssen Sports Leadership
Center , is designed to bring
out the best in Colby 's already
talented athletic department.
The Academy targets present
and potential leaders in several class years on different
varsity teams. Chosen participants in the Academy undergo training and counseling
that leaches skills not just for
them, but for their teammates
and peers on campus as well.
Janssen is a widely-reaching organization that has already established programs in
nationally recognizable Division I schools. University of
N o r t h Carolina 's w o m e n ' s
soccer coach , Anson Dorrance , told Janssen 's website
that The Carolina Leadership
Academy "is one of the finest things our athletic department has done in the over
30 years I have been here. I
can e l e a r k see the program 's
impact on and off the field. "
NearU universal success with

¦

leadership academics in other
colleges prompted Colby to
adopt such a course for their
teams. The College ' s Academy is young, but it has already made an impact.
David Watson ' 15 w as a hig h
school cross country captain ,
but after a brief stint on Colby's team , he elected to mov e
his athletic passions to crew.
It was for his membership on
crew that he was chosen to
participate in the sophomore
division of the Leadership
Academy. Throug h the academy, he is already
learning
how he can use
his experience
in two sports to
serve as a leader
to new rowers.
"Even
though
I' m new to crew
I think the same
princip les
apply to any sport ,
Watson said . "I
can work hard
and be an example for younger
kids , so they
can see 'wow,
he just joined
freshman year ,
and he can do
this. "
Watson
knows that a bi g
part of a team ' s presence is its
ability to attract and harvest
young talent. "The important
thing for us is to integrate the
novice freshmen who are not
recruited but are joining the
team , so they can be comfortable w i t h the upperclassmen,
do activities and be friends
w i t h them ," Watson said.
Using leaders to provide an
example for younger athletes

has to extend out of competition
as well. In their first meeting of
the year, the Academy ran its
new Colby members through a
series of lectures and activities,
interspersed with games to keep
the atmosphere fun and engaging. Leaders participated in
mental and group exercises to
build leadership and focusing
skills. Group projects were designed to show that leaders are
not just individuals , but members of the team. "Their aim is
to make sure that team leaders
are committed to making (he
MM
bonds
between
teammates stronger and teaching
those leaders to
be a lifeline between the coaches and the team
as a whole,"
Charlie Coffman
'15 said. "Being
a leader means it
is very important
to support senior leadership,
since I' m only a
sophomore , but
also to encourage
and inspire the
,
-i
i
=
underclassmen
THE BRYANT ONE-YEAR MBA
THE BRYANT MPAC
to be productive
Full-time day program for all majors
Full-time day program for accounting
members of the
team ."
'
• Gain credenrials and experience that
Part of the phi• Meet the 150-hour requirement for
distinguish you in the job market
losophy of the Academy is its
CPA licensure
• Benefit from real-world practicum and
ongoing nature. Leaders are exconsulting opportunities
• Complete your program in two terms:
j
pected to learn and then to pass
• Fast track your career, with no professummer/fall, summer 'summer. fall/
on knowledge and aid to their
sional work experience required
spring or spring /summer
following classes. "I' m very
i
• Specializations in:
• Pursue a tax concentration with sumpassionate , I always want to do
mer/fall or summer/summer schedule
Global Supply Chain
well ," Watson said , "it 's imporGlobal Finance
tant to bring a level of focus,
International Business
but not so intense that kids hate
it. " A part of this is making the
!
I—
=H
leadershi p sessions fun. Janssen ' s representatives tested the
AS A BRYANT GRADUATE, YOU WILL JOIN A POWERFUL
knowledge
NETWORK OF ALUMNI that includes accomplished professionals across the country
and
skills
and around the world- Bryant 's College of Business is one of onl y 5% of colleges and
of
Colby 's
universities in the world accredited by the AACSB International bright young
The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.
athletes , and
they
were
A
quick to reward correct
answers and
results with
chocolate
about a basketball player from to get them used to doing so on much as off it, however the imbars , prizes the University of Arizona , their team and on campus. "The portance of continued growth
and
inspir- who was not a good player main thing is they want us to is being empasized by the proing yet rent- but he had a dream that they be leaders by example as well gram. The one meeting this
able stories. were going to win the NCAA as vocal leaders," said Coff- year is by no means the last.
One
such Division I championship that man. "We are able to have open Janssen will come back in Nostory
also year, which they did ," Wat- communication with teammates vember and again throug hout
emphasized
son said. "He just set goals , and coaches...[but] Janssen is a the year, then again next year
a second im- and did everything he could large organization , we also get and down the road.
By involving these leadportant at- to achieve them. She was just access to their counseling, guidtitude of the try ing to show that anyone can ance and advice about issues ers early in their collegiate
athletic careers , Colby is inAcademy.
be a leader; even if you don 't that might arise on teams."
Team leaders are expected vesting in its youth in a way
"[The wom- believe in yourself rig ht now,
to work with and as captains that will pay off both on the
an in charge you 're more than capable. "
of the first
The participatory nature of to promote proper group bond- scoreboards and long after our
the Academy encourages leaders ing. They are expected to use athletes take off their Mule
meeting]
| told a story to speak out and get involved , their new skills on the field as uniform for the last time.

Team leaders
are expected
to use their
new skills on
the field as
much as off it ,
however the
importance
¦of continuing
¦
growth is being
emphasized.
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Visit www.bryant.edu/gradschool to learn more.

FOOTBALL MAKES COMBACK AGAINST HAMILTON TO EARN FIRST WIN

WRITE ABOUT

SPORTS
FOR THE

ECHO
E-MAIL
TIM BADMINGTON

PHOTO COURTESY OF JULI ANNA HAUBNER

First-year standout Justin Ciero recorded yet another stellar offensive performance ttt Colby s' win Ciero was 18 for 32 passing the ball, totaling 260 yards

tcbadmin@colby.edu

Men 's Soccer Crew rowsthe
Charles River
From SOCCER, Page 14

more of the same, as Colby traveled to face off against Amherst
College. The Lord Jeffs struck
early as forward Brian Morgan
gave his team the lead just three
minutes into the contest.
Amherst heavily outshot
Colby and dominated the play
throughout the contest , not allowing the Mules any breathing room to create any offense.
Colby generated just three
shots en route to an easy clean
sheet for Amherst goalkeeper
Thomas Bull.
The next stop on the Mules '
road trip was Hamilton College Oct. 14. The Mules put
up a much better fight this
time around , but in what is becoming a trend , the Continentals struck first in the eighth
minute on a goal by Hennie
Bosman ' 1 3 from the top of
the box.
The Mules outshot Hamilton 17-15 and had a golden
opportunity at the 73-minute
mark to even the score. Matt
Giron 's M6 shot appeared to
be on target until goalkeeper
Eric Boole punched it over
the net.
Anthony Balbo tallied an
insurance goal with j ust a few
minutes left to p lay, thwarting

any hope of a late comeback by
the Mules.
This past Saturday, the
team honored its four seniors
who were playing their last
home game. Aubin (12 career
Donny MacMaster
goals),
(six career points, New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) AllAcademic Team), Meisel (cocaptain , active scoring leader)
and Nick Nowak (co-captain ,
2011 MVP) have all had distinguished careers for the Mules.
Senior Day brought nationally ranked Williams College
to Colby. The Mules kept it
close in the first half, heading into the break down just
1-0 thanks to a goal from Zach
Grady in the 30th minute. The
Ephs stepped up their game to
open up the second half, striking twice in 15 minutes to open
up the floodgates.
Colby 's attack did fire off 10
shots but were unable to sneak
one past goalkeeper Than Finan , who notched five saves.
The Mules fell by a final score
of 4-0.
This week, the Colby men 's
soccer team travels to Bates College in its season finale, still fighting for a NESCAC victory. Last
season, the Mules prevailed 3-2
over the Bobcats.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JU LI ANNA HAUBNER

Captain Nick Nowak '13 looks to clear the ball away in the first half.

Both teams travel
south ft) compete
in marqueeevent
By THOMAS ATTAL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In what will perhaps be the
highlight of their season, two Colby boats participated in the Head
of the Charles Regatta (HOC) this
past weekend. The men's eight
finished 25th in a field of 37 boats
while the four boat took 41st
place out of 46 crews.
According to captain Pat Adams ' 13, the HOC is regarded as
"the world's largest two-day regatta, or whatever
it is it 's one of the
world's biggest"
and brings together "thousands
of boats from all
over the world,
including clubs
and
schools".
The event, held
in
Cambridge,
Mass., "spans two
days in a weekend
in October, and it
is a head race,
which is different from a spring
race. Spring racing in crew is
kind of a different discipline,
much like how cross country is
different from running track.
So the fall race is longer and
it 's what are called head races,
so there will be turns. The race
is like 5 km, something along
those lines. The HOC is like 5.5,
whereas in the spring we race 2
km straight down a buoyed race.
Because of this, the HOC is super windy; you can look it up and
there is like this one turn called
the Elliott bridge turn, and so
the course is kind of marked and
separated by bridges. The most
important bridge is the Elliott
bridge, which is 1000 meters
from the finish line."
The actual race isn't the only
thing that makes the HOC such
a special race, however: "The
ambiance is awesome, it 's tike
a giant fair. There are rowers
from all over the world, and everyone there loves rowing. Rowing is kind of this obscure thing
but there everyone knows what
you 're talking about which is

really cool. Any rowing vendor
that exists is there selling their
stuff, so people will be giving
out 5-hour energy or whatever.
There are big tents and former
racers come to watch, and spectators come from all over. A
bunch of alums showed up which
was awesome."
Ultimately, however, Colby 's
final result fell outside of top
half, which is required to gain
an automatic bid for next year.
"Charles is so popular, that the
way it works is that if you finish in the top half of your race
you can come back the next
year. Two years ago we had
an 8 boat who did not finish in
the top half of the race , but we
got a lottery entry for a four,
so last year we sent down a
four and only a
four. They finished sixth out
of 30 something,
so they qualified
for this year to
have a four, but
since we 're an
SPORT:
eights program
we got a lottery
Football
bid for an eight
this year, and
so we had both
Linebacker
an eight and a
four, but we priHOMETOWN:
oritized the eight
Pat Adanm'and so our top
Reading, Conn.
Class of 2013
eight guys are in
that boat and the
WHY: Nelson has emerged over the last two
next four guys
years as the heartbeat of the Colby defense.
were in the four
This week, the New England Small College
man boat."
Falling short of an automatic
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) recognized his
bid didn 't disappoint Adams
though: "Unfortunately, we didn't ; prowess in naming him the NESCAC Defenfinish in the top half of our field ,
sive Player of the Week. Nelson has led the
which means we didn't qualify
Mules in tackles for two consecutive years.
for next year, but we had a fantastic and exciting race. Part of the
difficulty of having a staggered
start is some boats are going to
BY THE NUMBERS
be faster than others, so going
around a turn when one boat is
catching another gets really com- 100.2: Rushing yards per game allowed by
plicated. Each coxswain wants to
the football team. This total, which includes a
have the tightest line possible, so
oar clashes are common. At one meager 2.8 yards per carry allowed, is second
point, one of blades was under- best in the NESCAC.
neath Bowdoin's boat as we were
-passing them, but we recovered
and passed them which was excit- 1,000: Career digs recorded by volleyball
ing. We had an excellent race and player Emily Varni '13. Varni leads the team
our bladework was pretty good in this category, recording 4.37 every set.
and our rhythm was awesome,
too. We put together the best race
18:22: Finishing time by Berol Dewdney '13
of our season at the best time."
Up next for the crew team is in the Maine State Championships crossthe Colby-Bates-Bowdoin Recountry meet. The time earned Dewdney a
gatta at the Hume Center on
third place finish overall.
Saturday at 10 a.m.

We had an
excellent race
and our blade
work was
pretty good
and our
rhythm was
awesome too"

all record in standings, and 2-5 in
league play. The Mules did not
fare as well against the Camels;
STAFF WRITER
they lost the match 3-0 (25-11, 25The volleyball team has been 14, 25-22). Though Colby fell to
busy of late; since fall break the team 9-8 and 2-6 overall, Natalie Roy
has traveled all across New Eng- '16 had an impressive game, setland, playing six times. The Mules ting the bar for the high number of
kicked off their break by heading to digs for the day at 27.
The Mules did not play again
Connecticut and playing Wesleyan
University and Connecticut College for five days, but they turned
in back to back games. The next the tables and threw down a 3-0
weekend they traveled south to the victory against the University of
University of New England in Bid- New England. The score was tied
deford, Maine. Finally they drove 22-22 in the first set, at which
down to Massachusetts to take part point Colby took the win after
in the Hall of Fame Tournament, two kills from Taylor and one
where they faced Mount Holyoke from Roy. Roy also had clinching
College, Wheaton College and kills in the next two sets, leading
Swarthmore College. The team won to a 25-23, 25-23, 26-24 win.
Finally Colby traveled to South
four out of the six games.
Though the Mules were down Hadley, Mass. for the first of three
2-0 after the opening sets against games in the Hall of Fame tourWesleyan, they managed to pull nament. Their first contest was
ahead of the Cardinals by the time against the Mount Holyoke Lyons,
the final whistle blew. Colby lost and the Mules were ahead 2-0 afthe opening set 18-25 and wereonly ter the first two sets (25-23. 25three points behind in the second 12). The opposition took the third
(2 1-25). They started the third set set with a score of 19-25, but Colwith a strong 18-9 lead and won by came back strong in the fourth.
25-14 on a kill from MaggieTaylor They won the las' set easily (25' 13. The fourth set was another easy 13); Kim Donaldson '16 had the
victory for the Mules (25-13) and high number of kills with 14 on 22
brought the game to five sets; they attempts, and Roy and Varni both
won the fifth set 15-11. Co-captain had 15 digs (also match-high).
Emily Varni * 13 had seven service Colby moved up into 11-8 overall
as they took on Wheaton.
aces, the highest total of the day.
Colby entered the Connecticut
Colby lost the first two sets 21College matchup with a 9-7 over- 25 and 22-25 to Wheaton, but came

out with new energy in the third set
and won by seven points. They kept
the momentum and took victories in
the fourth and fifth sets, leading to
an overall 3-1 win. It was an impressive day for the Mules; Varni hit the
1,000 career defensive digs mark,
and Roy reached the 200 season
kills milestone.
The volleyball team stepped up
to its last match of the tournament
against Swarthmore, but couldn't
maintain the momentum of its threegame winning streak. They tost 2-1
in three sets (14-25, 16-5, 23-25),

Henry Nelson '15
"1

P0S,T,0N:

moving them to 12-9 overall on
the season. Though the Mules were
hoping to finish with a win, "we are
really proud of how we played this
weekend, and especially how we
came back against Wheaton," Lily
Kramlich-Taylor *14 said. "We are
really looking forward to [the New
England Small College Athletic Conerence playoffs] and hope we will
be successful in the tournament."
The Mules will finish their season
with four successive home matches,
the firstof which is againstBowdoin
at 7 pj n. on Tuesday,Oct 23.
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Volleyballwinsfour, losestwo
By ADELE PRIESTLY

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

MBS

Field Hockey misses playoffs Football wins
first of season

regarded as a program on SatColby needed
urday. The Lord Jeffs held a
shot advantage and that
two more wins to 29-3
helped them to build a 4-0 lead
reachtournament by halftime. Michelle Burt '14
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The Colby field hockey
team has been hard at work
this past week; while most
students were on fall break ,
the Mules played three games
since the break began: Amherst College , Hamilton College , and Williams College.
On Saturday of the break , the
Mules took on the Lord Jeffs
in Amherst. This game made
it five consecutive weeks in
which Colby played a nationally-ranked opponenet , and 15thranked Amherst left no doubt
as to why they are so highly

played 45 minutes in net and
made 12 saves for the Mules,
but she was replaced by firstyear Sarah Evans who played
the final 25 minutes and made
two saves while shutting out
the Lord Jeffs.
After their tough loss to
Amherst, Colby traveled to
Clinton , N .Y. to play a winless Hamilton squad knowing
that they needed a win in order to keep their dreams of the
playoffs alive. The game was
scoreless until senior Courtney Erskine scored off a penalty corner with no time left in
the first half to give the Mules
a 1-0 lead going into the final
35 minutes. The Continentals
continued to battle however,

and evened the score less than
five minutes into the second
half The score stayed tied
until junior Caitlin Murray
scored the game winner off an
assist from Erskine at in the
44th minute of the game.
The Mules headed into this
weekend knowing that one
w(n would not be enough; Colby would need to win both of
their final two games in order
to qualify for the New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) tournament. Williams came into
the game knowing that they
would clinch a playoff berth
with a win. Colby held a shot
advantage over the Ephs (1714) and Michelle Burt stopped
eight shots for the Mules.
Things looked very good for
the home team when senior
Caroline Chessare scored 43
minutes into the contest off

an 'assist from Murray to give
Colby a 1-0 lead in the second
half of the seniors ' final home
game. Unfortunately Williams
was loath to accept an underdog victory by the Mules. The
Ephs scored twice before the
end of regulation to escape
Waterville with a 2-1 win and
a spot in the playoffs.
Any chance for the Mules
to mount a season-extending
surge to claim a p layoff spot
has now been snuffed out because of their close loss to
Williams this past weekend.
However, Colby will take on
Bates in a rivalry game this
Saturday, giving the Colby
seniors have one more chance
to notch a victory against our
Maine NESCAC rival. The
Mules will work hard this last
week of practice in order put
up a good fight this weekend
against the Bobcats.

Mules notch
exciting win
over Hamilton
By THOMAS ATTAL
STAFF WRITER

In the team's fifth attempt, Colby football gave Coach Jonathan
Michaeles his first win as head
coach of the Mules while playing
against New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) rival Hamilton College.
After the defense kept the team in
the game, the offense came alive
in the fourth quarter with 19 unanswered points
to complete the
comeback win.
The win certainly wasn't a
foregone conclusion, though. Just
two minutes into
the game, a bad
snap on an attempted punt allowed Hamilton
to recover the ball
in the endzone
and jump out to a
7-0 lead. A Colby
fumble deep in
their own territory
just a few minutes
- later gave Hamilton a chance to
put more points
on the board. Continental quarterback Jordan Eck wasted no time
in throwing a 17-yard touchdown
to Simon Jia. A missed extra point
kept the Hamilton lead to 13.
To Coach Michaeles' dismay,
Colby's rough first half was far
from over. Running back Thomas Brewster *16 ran in his first
collegiate score, but Hamilton
quickly responded with a 41yard touchdown from Eck to Joe
Jensen to end the quarter up 207. Another Colby fumble in the
second quarter led to a 44-yard
return from Dan Peters for yet
another touchdown off of a turnover. Justin Ciero '16 kept the
game within range for the Mules

with a 4-yard touchdown that put
the score at 26-13 at the half.
With the offense reeling, the
defense stepped up in the second half, and in the third quarter in particular. With Hamilton
at their one yard line, the Mules
stopped the Continental offense
three times to force a 20-yard
field goal. This stop would prove
to be the difference on the day.
The momentum shifted, and
Ciero found Jason Buco '15 for
an eight-yard touchdown with
just over eight minutes to play.
The two-point conversion would
have made the lead just one
possession, but the conversion
failed. After the defense forced a
three-and-out, Ciero hit Spencer
Gopaul '13 in the
backfield who ran
it 54 yards for the
touchdown
and
all of a sudden,
Colby was within
three. Another defensive stop then
led to Zach Padula '15 returning
a punt 47 yards
to the Hamilton
35. Ciero hit Michael Lahiff *13
on 23 and 6-yard
passes for Colby's
first lead of the
day. A blocked
extra point kept
it within a field
goal,
however.
Costly penalties
eventually led to Hamilton missing a 45-yard field goal attempt
as time expired, and the Mules
had their victory.
The win marked Colby 's
fifth consecutive against Hamilton College. Ciero finished
with 319 yards from scrimmage and totaled four touchdowns, and linebacker Henry
Nelson ' 15 won NESCAC
Defensive Player of the Week
with an absurd 17 tackles.
Both men will have to continue their hot streak if Colby
is to take out Bates College on
Saturday. When the two teams
met last season , Colby took the
win 37-13 at home.

Ciero finished
the game with
319 yards from
scrimmage and
totaled four
touchdowns,
and linebacker
Henry Nelson
won NESCAC
defensive player
of the week.

PHOTO COUHTESV OF JULIANNA HAUBNER

Keltic Walsh '15 is embraced by Caitlin Murray '14 after the Mules scored their only goal of the match againsts Williams. Though the tally opened
up scoring on the day, it proved not to be enough against the Jeffs. Williams emerged victorious by a score of 2-1, keeping Colby out of the playoffs.

M. Soccer has uneven week
Boom-or-bust
scoring habits
surf ace again
By 2ACH ELLENTHAL
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men 's soccer team
has had its fair share of scoring woes, but when they have
scored , it has been in bunches.
That held true in the Mules ' 4-0
trouncing of Waterville rival
Thomas College on Oct. 3.
The Mules took the lead in
the 21 st minute when Nick Aubin *13 received a pass from
Nate Tolman '14 and blasted
it from the right wing into the
back of the net. The goat was
all Colby needed , but Jonathan
Sommer ' 14 added a goal rig ht
before halftime to double the
Mules ' advantage. Senior cocaptain Andrew Meisel '13 put
a dagger in Thomas ' comeback
hopes with a goal of his own
in the opening minutes of the
second half- Sommer tallied
his second of the day in the
72nd minute.
It was an easy day in net
for Colby goalkeepers Cody
Funkhouser '15 and Peter

Quayle ' I S ; both made one track and record their first half saves. The Mules had their
save to combine for a shutout. NESCAC victory. Instead , the opportunities to even the score,
Following the convinc- Mules were unable to generate but were unable to convert on
ing victory over Thomas , the much offense, forcing Wes- their three second half comer
Mules ran into trouble with leyan goalkeeper to make just kicks. Meisel led the Colby atfive tough New England Small two saves. The only goal of the tack , firing off three shots.
The Mules ran out of time
College Athletic Conference game came in the 32nd minute
as Cardinal forward Chris Ka* and dropped to 3-5-2 overall
(NESCAC) matchups.
fina
beat
Funkhouser
for
the
and
0-4-2 in the NESCAC.
The first of these came against
The next weekend brought
rival Bowdoin College on Oct. winning tally.
Funkhouser kept Colby in
6th. Bowdoin 's Eddie Jones
See SOCCER , Page 14
scored just nine minutes into the the contest, notching four second
affair off a comer
kick. The Mules
kept
it
close
throughout halftime and into the
second half, but
Eric Goitia '15
converted a penalty kick with 30
minutes to play,
giving the Polar
Bears a cushion
they would not
relinquish. Goalkeeper Will Wise
'14 earned a clean
sheet in Bowdoin 's 2-0 victory.
The following
day brought the
Wesleyan Cardinals to Loebs
Field as the
Mules
looked
PHOTO COURTESY OF JULIANNA HAUBNER
to get back on Jonathan Sommer '14 and Nick Aubin '13 make an offensive push in a game against Williams.

Colby
On Deck
THISWEEK'S FEATURED GAMES
VOLLEYBALL VS.
AMHERST
FRIDAY, OCT. 26 AT 8 P.M.
CREW VS. BOWDOIN, BATES
SATURDAY, OCT. 27 AT 9 A.M.
WOMEN'S SOCCER VS.
BATES
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 24 AT 3 P.M.
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